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Executive Summary 

 

Australia’s consumer market has always been reflective of its multicultural 

inhabitants. The diversity of the Australian population is rapidly changing - moving 

from a European influence towards an Asian one.  

 

Manufacturers and retailers need to adapt and develop their offering to suit this 

evolving market, while understanding its heterogeneity. This paper outlines key 

opportunities for retailers and manufacturers seeking to capitalise on Australia's 

shopper diversity and discusses their effect on emerging consumer trends.  
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Introduction 

 

Australia is one of the most diverse countries in the world1.  

 

Almost 30% of the Australian population was born overseas. Of those who were born 

in Australia, 20% have at least one parent who was born overseas, meaning that 

almost half of the Australian population is first or second generation2.  

 

Since 2015, Australia, officially, has the largest percentage of overseas-born 

population in the world, ahead of New Zealand (23%), Canada (22%) the United 

States (14%) and United Kingdom (13%)3.  

 

Of countries from which migration has been drawn, none are in the overwhelming 

majority. 300 ethnicities and 100 religions were represented in the 2016 census4. 

Australians embrace multiculturalism.  

 

This has built a dynamic nation of people, from differing ethnicities and backgrounds, 

with a growing knowledge and understanding of the multifarious cultures around 

them.  Along with an appetite for products and services to match. 

 

Retailers and manufacturers are recognising the heterogeneity of Australia’s socio-

demographic environment and tailoring their offer to suit. Flexibility is the key to 

capitalise on a multicultural marketplace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1
 “Exploring ethnicity in Australia” Inside Retail, 2018. Retrieved From: https://www.insideretail.com.au/news/exploring-ethnicity-

in-australia-201809 
2
 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 

3
 E. Hunt. “Barely half of population born in Australia to Australian-born parents.” The Guardian, 2018. Retrieved from: 

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jun/27/australia-reaches-tipping-point-with-quarter-of-population-born-
overseas 
4
 “Australia Today - The way we live now” Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016 Census. Retrieved from:   

https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/2024.0 

https://www.insideretail.com.au/news/exploring-ethnicity-in-australia-201809
https://www.insideretail.com.au/news/exploring-ethnicity-in-australia-201809
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jun/27/australia-reaches-tipping-point-with-quarter-of-population-born-overseas
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jun/27/australia-reaches-tipping-point-with-quarter-of-population-born-overseas
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/2024.0
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Diversity in Australia 

 

Since the introduction of the Racial Discrimination Act and the abolition of the White 

Australia Policy in 1975, Australia has experienced an immigration boom5. In 1911, 

83% of the population was born in Australia, reaching a peak of 90% in 19476. In the 

most recent census, 28% of Australians were born overseas7, with growth from 

Asian nations most prevalent, and for the first time, outpacing immigration from 

European nations8.  

 

Current predictions suggest that by 2050, the Australian population will increase to 

between 34 and 38 million people, with a large chunk of that attributed to migration9. 

Much of that will be from Chinese and Indian-born consumers, predicted to make up 

12% and 10% of the population respectively, by 202710 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.0 - Australian Population Born Overseas - 1891 to 2018. Australian Bureau of Statistics 

 

 
5
 “Face the Facts - Cultural Diversity” , Australian Human Rights Commission, 2015. Retrieved from: 

https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/education/face-facts-cultural-diversity 
6
 “The ‘Typical’ Australian”, Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016. Retrieved from: 

https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/2016+Census+National 
7
 “Mapping Social Cohesion”, Scanlon Institute, 2019 

8
“Mapping Social Cohesion”, Scanlon Institute, 2019 

9
 “Why Australia needs to get real on population growth” , Australian Financial Review, 2013.  

10
 “Ethnic shoppers’ untapped growth opportunity”, Retail World, 2020. Retrieved from: 

 https://retailworldmagazine.com.au/ethnic-shoppers-untapped-growth-opportunity/ 

 

https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/education/face-facts-cultural-diversity
https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/2016+Census+National
https://retailworldmagazine.com.au/ethnic-shoppers-untapped-growth-opportunity/
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Figure 1.1 - Australian Population Born Overseas - 2008, 2013, 2018. Australian Bureau of Statistics 

 

Catering to a diverse market 

 

According to Nielsen’s Report, ethnic-Australians’ domestic spend will grow to over 

$18.7 billion over the next five years, $4.4 billion more than Australian-born 

consumers, accounting for 28% of the total FMCG retail channel11. The largest 

contributing group are Asian-born consumers, which has doubled in the last 20 

years, to 10% of Australia’s population12. 

 

  

Figure 2.0 - Asian-Born Consumer in Australia (Nielsen Data) 

 
11

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
12

 “Shopper trends: the changing ethnic face of Australia”, S Kneebone, 2018. Retrieved from: 

https://www.playmr.com.au/blog/shopper-trends-the-changing-ethnic-face-of-australia 

https://www.playmr.com.au/blog/shopper-trends-the-changing-ethnic-face-of-australia
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The fastest growing migrant group, however, are from India. Between 2016 and 

2018, the Indian-born population in Australia grew by 30%, now 7.4% of the total 

population13, predicted to surpass Chinese-born immigrants by 2030. Including 

neighbouring countries from South Asia, (E.g. Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Nepal and 

Bangladesh), the opportunity is even greater. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - South Asian Migration to Australia (ABS Data) 

Figure 2.2 - South Asian Ancestry in Australia (ABS Data) 

 

South Asian-born consumers share some characteristics with the Asian-born market. 

They are brand-oriented, willing to spend more on recognised brands and over-index 

in fresh food categories.  

 

However, South Asians are more likely to avoid meat, consuming 3.7kg per capita, 

compared to 116kg consumed by Australians, and 62kg by Chinese-born citizens14. 

 
13

 M. Acharya, “Indian population in Australia.” SBS Hindi, 2019. 
14

 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) (2017) 
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Indian-born migrants are also likely to be highly-educated, 55% having a bachelor’s 

degree or higher, three times the Australian average15, and 95% of Indian migrants 

have a high proficiency in English16 

 

In order to capitalise on this growing consumer base, manufacturers and retailers 

should target the following areas: 

 

1. Increase the range of international products on shelf.  

● more variations of local products to suit ethnic-Australian 

consumers’ preferences (E.g. vegetarian, halal)17 

● Overseas-born consumers are more willing to pay extra for well-

known brands. 

● Increase the range of fresh meat and seafood, and fruit and 

vegetables 

2. Connect through local ethnic media and community 

● Target non-English radio, print and social media platforms like 

Australia Chinese Daily, SBS Punjabi and WeChat 

● Partner with celebrities or influencers who resonate with ethnic-

born Australians. Nike has recently partnered with Chinese 

tennis star, Li Na in a bid to reach Asian consumers18 

● For Asian-born consumers, consider translated ticketing and 

product information 

● Connect with local ethnic community groups (temples, mosques 

etc) and offer support or donations, especially around ethnic 

events. 

3. Build a competitive promotional program.  

● Ethnic-Australians are more likely to be price-sensitive, with 

47% dedicated to promoted products.19 

 
15

 K.Murani. “Indian Community The Most Educated In Australia”. SBS Hindi. 2016. Retrieved from: 

https://www.sbs.com.au/language/english/audio/indian-community-the-most-educated-in-australia 
16

 Census data - Migrants - Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016 
17

  “Shopper trends: the changing ethnic face of Australia”, S Kneebone, 2018. Retrieved from: 

https://www.playmr.com.au/blog/shopper-trends-the-changing-ethnic-face-of-australia 
18 K. Badenhausen. “One Year After French Open Triumph, Li Na Is A Global Icon.” Forbes Magazine, 2018 
19

 “Ethnic shoppers’ untapped growth opportunity”, Retail World, 2020. Retrieved from: 

 https://retailworldmagazine.com.au/ethnic-shoppers-untapped-growth-opportunity/ 

https://www.sbs.com.au/language/english/audio/indian-community-the-most-educated-in-australia
https://www.playmr.com.au/blog/shopper-trends-the-changing-ethnic-face-of-australia
https://retailworldmagazine.com.au/ethnic-shoppers-untapped-growth-opportunity/
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● They are also more likely to compare prices online.20  

● 48% of Asian-born consumers influenced by retailer coupons 

and brochures21. 

4. Consider family-based offers and events targeted at children. 

● Ethnic-Australians prioritise family meals and 31% of Asian-born 

consumers say their shopping decisions are influenced by their 

children, and 29% spend more when they shop with their 

children22 

5. Activate during ethnic events E.g. Lunar New Year, Diwali, Ramadan 

● Targeted promotions and in-store activity will bring ethnic 

customers in. 

● Once engaged, ethnic-born customers are more likely to trust 

standard retailers with international products  

 

However, this retail opportunity is not suited to a generic, one-size-fits-all approach. 

Ethnic-born consumers are more likely to live in metropolitan areas, compared to 

regional areas, with 83% living in cities compared to the average at 61%23. Over the 

last 20 years, migration has attributed to 20% of the population growth in Sydney 

and Melbourne24.  

 

Even within these cities, the choice of where to reach ethnic-Australians should be 

premeditated. Chinese-born consumers are more likely to live in central, urban areas 

like Central Melbourne, Hurstville, Rhodes and Carlton. South-Asian customers tend 

to prefer growing suburban regions like Parramatta, Wentworthville, and Dandenong. 

 
20

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
21

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
22

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
23

 “Planning for Australia’s Future Population.” https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/planning-for-australias-

future-population.pdf 
24

E. Rajadurai “Why Australia is the world’s most successful multicultural society”, McKell Institute 2018. 

https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/planning-for-australias-future-population.pdf
https://www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/publications/planning-for-australias-future-population.pdf
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Figure 2.3 - Percentage of Ethnic-Australians by Suburb. Nielsen Spectra 

 

By targeting specific areas, retailers can allocate greater space in store to the 

categories that resonate with the appropriate ethnicities and remove, or reduce, 

categories that they under-index in. Manufacturers can also look to develop 

relationships with ethnic retailers in the right locations, to get their brand and 

products in front of the target market 

 

Over the last five years, Coles has averaged at least 10% growth year on year in 

international foods by tailoring range in specific stores to suit the local demographics, 

adding 500 new Asian products into their Doncaster store, and increasing Middle 

Eastern products in Roselands by 35%25 

 

Some may argue that directing this attention to ethnic-born consumers will isolate 

average Australian shoppers, but the exact opposite is true. The traditions and 

shopping behaviours of multicultural consumers have an influential effect on 

mainstream consumers, amplifying the market opportunity26. Historically, migrants 

first influenced Australians through their cuisine. From espresso coffee, first 

introduced in 1929, by an Italian expatriate27, each wave of migrants has brought 

unique flavours and recipes to tempt the Australian market. In the 1950s, my 

Indonesian grandmother used to catch two buses to Haymarket to buy Kecap Manis 

 
25

 C. Boys. “From Adobo to Zaatar: Australian supermarkets increase international food offerings.” Good Food, 2020.  
26

  “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
27

 P. Coyners-East - “From lamb chops to labne”. Ames Australia, 2018 
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from an Asian grocer. Now it sits on the same shelves as mustard and tomato sauce 

in suburban supermarkets. 

 

In 2016, Australian consumers spent over $6 billion in ethnic restaurants, growing by 

13.5% over the preceding five years28. 70% of Australians now eat Chinese food 

regularly, making it the top choice for international fare, followed by Indian (51%), 

Japanese (42%) and Middle Eastern (28%)29. By paying attention to what 

Australians prefer to eat outside of the home, coupled with the rising trend of meal 

delivery services like Uber Eats and Menulog, retailers and manufacturers can track 

what Australians will likely be cooking at home in the near future30. As more cooking 

shows and brunch hot-spots feature Japanese mayonnaise, Gochujang chilli paste 

and pomegranate molasses on their menus, the significance of this growth 

opportunity increases. 

The multicultural value proposition for retail and manufacturing businesses appeals 

to a broad spectrum of Australian consumers looking for unique ingredients and 

international flavours.  

 

 

Looking inward to project outward 

 

Aside from providing new products and services for ethnic-born consumers, retailers 

and manufacturers need to identify and address diversity opportunities within their 

own organisations. 

A 2017 study of 1000 companies, across 12 countries, found a direct correlation 

between the ethnic diversity of businesses and their profitability. Companies with the 

most diverse executive teams were 33% more likely to achieve above-average 

profitability, compared to less diverse companies31.  

However, tokenistic diversity isn’t enough. Organisations need a fully-realized 

Diversity and Inclusion Policy to ensure a genuine culture is fostered, that supports 

 
28

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
29

 “Chinese cuisine most popular, but Aussies still love McDonald’s.”  Roy Morgan 2019. Retrieved From: 

http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7883-australian-cuisines-preferred-foods-february-2019-201902150502 
30

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
31

 V Hunt, L Yee, S Prince, and S Dixon-Fyle “Delivering through Diversity” Mckinsey & Company, 2018 

http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7883-australian-cuisines-preferred-foods-february-2019-201902150502
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employees of all backgrounds, and maintains a safe environment within which 

employees feel safe and welcome32 

 

Organisations with diverse teams and an inclusive culture are more likely to surpass 

financial targets, be innovative and agile, and to achieve preferable business 

outcomes33. 

Figure 3.0 - The Case for Diversity and Inclusion. Deloitte 2018 

 

Qantas CEO, Alan Joyce credits a diversity and inclusion strategy with his 

company’s amazing turnaround, from record loss in 2013, to record profit in 2017, 

saying that this strategy “got us through the tough time... Diversity generated better 

strategy, better risk management, better debates, better outcomes”34.  

 

When building a successful Diversity and Inclusion culture, organisations need to: 

 

1. Set Goals: 

Make sure diversity and inclusion stays part of the conversation when planning 

overall business strategy. Set targets, regularly check in with progress, and modify 

the approach if necessary. Publishing results can also help make the case for 

transparency and openness, by celebrating achievements, and being honest about 

opportunities. 

 

2. Remember representation matters:  

Diversity without inclusion becomes tokenistic. It’s not enough to just add a few 

diverse team members into the mix, but not recognise the new viewpoints available. 

 
32

 N. Shepherd. “How Important is Diversity for Successful Retail?” Brand Experts, 2019. Retrieved from: https://www.brand-

experts.com/unique-retail/retail-diversity/ 
33

 J. Bourke, B.Dillon. “The Diversity and Inclusion Revolution” Deloitte, 2018. 
34

 J. Hewitt. “Alan Joyce says management diversity was key to getting Qantas through turbulent times.” The Australian, 2016. 

https://www.brand-experts.com/unique-retail/retail-diversity/
https://www.brand-experts.com/unique-retail/retail-diversity/
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It’s important to listen, and ensure every voice is heard, even when it can get 

uncomfortable35. It’s then crucial for a company to act on that feedback, creating a 

two-way dialogue and instilling a sense of ownership and belonging36. 

 

3. Start at the top:  

Employees are more likely to foster inclusive behaviours when they see it 

demonstrated by their leaders and are also more likely to perform better at work37.  

Diverse talent is also more likely to apply for roles in companies with a visibly diverse 

leadership team, and employees are 35% more likely to be loyal38. 

Figure 3.1 - Inclusive Leadership and Team Performance. Deloitte , 2018 

 

In 2018, Woolworths Group was recognised as top Australian company on the 

Thomson Reuters Diversity and Inclusion Index, globally placing 14th. To achieve this 

ranking, Woolworths Group instigated several initiatives, including: 

 

● the Woolworths Refugee Employment program, designed to provide training 

and work experience to working-age migrants and refugees39 

● Woolworths Resourcing the Future program, designed to drive work 

opportunities for Indigenous Australians40 

 
35

 J. Bourke, B.Dillon. “The Diversity and Inclusion Revolution” Deloitte, 2018. 
36

 J. Bourke, B.Dillon. “The Diversity and Inclusion Revolution” Deloitte, 2018. 
37

 J. Bourke, B.Dillon. “The Diversity and Inclusion Revolution” Deloitte, 2018. 
38

 J. Gassam. “The 10 Most Diverse Companies Of 2018.” Forbes, 2018 
39

 Woolworths Group. “Woolworths welcomes Federal Government commitment to refugee employment program” 2018.  
40

 Woolworths Group. “Woolworths Kalgoorlie leads the way in Indigenous employment program” 2017.  
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● LGBTI inclusion program - Awarded Gold Tier Status two years running in the 

Australian Workplace Equality Index Award41 

  

Retailers with a diverse workforce also tend to have better results. In a study 

conducted by Rutgers University, the higher a store’s racial congruence resembled 

the congruence of their customer base, the better the store performed, up to $67,000 

for each percentage point (high-high congruence vs low-low congruence).42 In 

addition, diverse sales teams performed better on average in areas without a diverse 

customer base (high-low congruence vs low-high congruence), concluding that 

workforce heterogeneity improved returns in retail, regardless of customer diversity, 

by creating an environment that encourages different view-points to be heard and 

appreciated43  

 

Diversity in marketing is also a key element in a multicultural strategy. Products and 

services from retailers and manufacturers that portray diverse advertising are 62% 

more likely to be purchased by Australian consumers, with 21% of those surveyed 

indicating that they actively avoid brands that don’t feature diversity44. 

This shows us that the retail game is no longer necessarily about value, innovation 

or speed to market, it’s about appealing to a new market of ‘conscious considerers’, 

consumers who are careful about the brands and products they are associated with, 

and are prepared to abandon those that no longer resonate with their ideals45. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
41

 R. Lucio. “Woolworths named No. 1 in Australia for diversity and inclusion.” Inside FMCG, 2018. 
42

O Richard, M Stewart, P. Mckay. “The Impact of Store-Unit–Community Racial Diversity Congruence on Store-Unit Sales 

Performance” Rutgers University, 2015 
43

O Richard, M Stewart, P. Mckay. “The Impact of Store-Unit–Community Racial Diversity Congruence on Store-Unit Sales 

Performance” Rutgers University, 2015 
44

 “Diversity in Advertising” Adobe, 2018.  
45

 S.McKenzie. “Consumer Disloyalty is the New Normal.” - Nielsen 2018 
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Diversity Strategy vs Emerging Trends 

 

When looking at emerging trends in the retail and manufacturing industry in general, 

it is important to consider the ethnic-born consumer, and how they respond, in order 

to address their needs and tendencies, in conjunction with a company’s overall 

ambition. 

 

Emerging Trend Ethnic Customer View 

Rise of Online - 73% of Australian 

households shopped online last year 

Ethnic-born consumers less likely to shop 

online, driven by desire to carefully examine 

labels and product information, however they 

are more likely to research products online 

before purchasing in stores46 

Meal Kits, prepared meals and ultra-

convenience47 
More likely to be scratch-cooks48 

Customer Disloyalty - Only 8% of consumers 

brand loyalists49 

75% ethnic-born consumers would be brand 

loyal if they were provided the range they 

required. Also willing to pay more for trusted 

brands (44%)50 

Superfoods as health short-cuts. Acai, 

Jackfruit, Probiotics, Goji Berries, Miso, 

Seaweed etc51 

Ethnic-born consumers see these as 

everyday ingredients, not focusing on health 

benefits.52 

Fat is back - paleo, 'bulletproof coffee', keto53 

Highly focused on health, especially avoiding 

fat. Concerned about cholesterol and 

diabetes54 

 
46

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
47

 A, De Sena. “Unlocking Growth in Meal Kits.” The Nielsen Company, 2018 
48

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
49

 S. Mckenzie. “Customer Disloyalty is the New Normal.” The Nielsen Company, 2019 
50

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
51

 S. Kneebone. “FMCG News: Top 10 Food Trends for 2019.” 2019. Retrieved from: https://www.playmr.com.au/blog/fmcg-

news-top-10-food-trends-for-2019 
52

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
53

 S. Kneebone. “FMCG News: Top 10 Food Trends for 2019.” 2019. Retrieved from: https://www.playmr.com.au/blog/fmcg-

news-top-10-food-trends-for-2019 
54

 “The Ethnic-Australian Consumer Report”, The Nielsen Company, 2017 
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In this sense, catering to diverse customers should be treated as a key component of 

an organisation’s overall business strategy, alongside existing and emerging trends, 

not as something counteractive.  

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Providing products and services to Australia’s diverse consumer market is a 

necessary strategic element for manufacturers and retailers to gain market-share 

and to stay relevant in a fast-paced industry. Businesses must stay dynamic and 

agile to adjust their offer to suit emerging ethnicities, and to capitalise on the effect 

migrant culture has on the average Australian customer. My grandparents were each 

born in different countries, so a diverse dinner table is the norm in my family. 

Australian’s pride in connecting through sharing culture has influenced our tastes 

even further. 

 

Diversity needs to extend from the shelf to the workforce. Customers are choosing to 

align themselves with brands that resonate with their beliefs and abandon those that 

don’t. Organisations that build a solid Diversity and Inclusion culture will reap the 

benefits of a more innovative, better-performing workforce which directly translates 

into more-engaged customers, and preferable business outcomes.  
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Executive summary 

With a focus on Australian supermarket retail this paper argues that, while 

increased competition in the form of global entrants Aldi, Costco and online-giant 

Amazon has impacted the market share of dominant retailers Coles and Woolworths, 

the consequence of increased competition was more evident in the changes it 

catalysed in retailer strategy.  

While in 2008 the Federal Government saw reason to request an ACCC inquiry into 

competitiveness of retail prices55, by 2011 an unprecedented price war in Australian 

supermarket retail had begun.  

In the short-term this war bore winners – shoppers paid lower prices and major 

retailers increased EBIT ahead of strong revenue growth56. Other stakeholders 

suffered. Suppliers were squeezed, and Independent supermarkets’ market share 

took a tumble.  Years on we can see longer-term ramifications, and this paper 

argues ultimately no-one wins in a battle on price alone. 

Looking forward, this paper argues the combined market share of the two leaders is 

unlikely to be substantially impacted in the short-term. But, while high levels of 

market concentration remain, this does not equate to low competition. We are 

unlikely to see a return to the price wars of the past decade, but the fight for 

shoppers’ share of wallet will intensify on other battlefields. The winners and losers 

of competition will again be decided. 

 

 

 

 
55 Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (2008) Report of the ACCC inquiry into 
the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries 
56 Woolworths Limited (2011-2016), Annual Report, ASX. Available at: 
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WOW 
Wesfarmers (2011-2016), Shareholder Review, ASX. Available at: 
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WES 

https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WOW
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WES
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Introduction - The Aldi Impact 

In 2008 Coles and Woolworths accounted for approximately 70% of packaged 

grocery sales in Australia and approximately 50% of fresh product sales57. Even 

then, with Aldi’s market share at just 3%58, price competition was found to be more 

intense across the types of products it stocked59. 

Prior to Aldi’s entry there was little incentive for Coles and Woolworth to compete 

strongly on price. If one player took price down, the other quickly followed. This 

made aggressive pricing strategy an unsustainable way to gain long-term 

competitive advantage. It was Aldi’s core value proposition and market expansion to 

over 500 stores across six states and territories60  that made price competition a 

necessary defence.  

 

‘Price Wars’ 

In January 2011 Coles fired what was widely acknowledged as the first shot in 

the supermarket price war, with their move to $1 milk61. The following years were 

categorised by increasing price competition fought across many battlefields. Half 

Price promotions on key product groups, Everyday Low Pricing on others, and 

Private Label expansion were weapons in the retailer arsenal. This resulted in 

slowing or even negative price inflation across grocery categories. 

 

 
57 Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (2008) Report of the ACCC inquiry into 
the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries 
58 Morgan Stanley Research Estimates, as cited in: Colgan, P (2015), Aldi is coming after 
the supermarket giants, Business Insider. Available at: 
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/aldi-market-share-australia-supermarkets-2015-9 
59 Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (2008) Report of the ACCC inquiry into 
the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries 
60 Aldi Australia, About Aldi: The Aldi Story. Available at: 
https://corporate.aldi.com.au/en/about-aldi/ 
61 Mortimer, G. Grimmer, L (2008), ‘Down, Down’ and ‘Cheap, Cheap’ are gone gone. Coles 
and Woolworths moving away from ‘Supermarket price wars’, The Conversation. Available 
at: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-03-07/why-supermarkets-are-moving-away-from-
price/9524110 

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/aldi-market-share-australia-supermarkets-2015-9
https://corporate.aldi.com.au/en/about-aldi/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-03-07/why-supermarkets-are-moving-away-from-price/9524110
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-03-07/why-supermarkets-are-moving-away-from-price/9524110
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 62 

It is easy to conclude shoppers win in a climate of spiralling prices, but did they? 

 

Shoppers win in the short-term 

In the short-term shoppers will almost always benefit from increased 

competition leading to downward pressure on price. A 2019 report “Making a good 

difference” created in partnership with PwC and Aldi found the retailers’ entrance not 

only saved its’ own shoppers considerable money through low prices, but shoppers 

of other supermarkets also benefited. It found these shoppers saved $5.68b over 18 

years as a result of the increased competition generated, and Aldi’s “low price” 

positioning63.  

 

 
62 RBA (2019), Grocery Price Inflation, sources ABS; RBA. Available at: 
https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/smp/2019/may/inflation.html 
63 Aldi & PwC (2019), Making a good difference. Available at: 
https://www.aldiunpacked.com.au/making-a-good-difference-how-aldi-contributes-to-the-
australian-economy/ 

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/smp/2019/may/inflation.html
https://www.aldiunpacked.com.au/making-a-good-difference-how-aldi-contributes-to-the-australian-economy/
https://www.aldiunpacked.com.au/making-a-good-difference-how-aldi-contributes-to-the-australian-economy/
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Coles and Woolworths also win short-term 

It follows logically if the end customer is to pay a lower price, somewhere 

along the supply chain someone needs to earn less. From 2011 to 2016 Coles EBIT 

outgrew strong revenue growth every year64, albeit with a concerning downward 

trend. 

65 

Changes in reporting make Woolworths harder to gauge (with Petrol included with 

Food and Liquor in reported EBIT financials post-2014), but it appears the same 

occurred66. 

 

 
64 Wesfarmers (2011-2016), Shareholder Review, ASX. Available at: 
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WES 
65 Ibid 
66 Woolworths Limited (2011-2016), Annual Report, ASX. Available at: 
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WOW 

https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WES
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WOW
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 67 

Despite this strong sales growth, market share dominance of Coles and Woolworths 

was clipped by Aldi’s expansion, but the impact was felt far more by smaller retailers.  

68 

So if shoppers were winning (through lower prices), and the two major retailers were 

winning (through profit and revenue growth) - who were the losers? 

Suppliers  

 
67 Ibid 
68 UBS (2015), Australian Supermarkets. Becoming negative on Australian Supermarkets. 
EPS forecasts cut. WOW downgraded to sell 
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The same period for many suppliers was characterised by uneven power 

dynamic and increasing cost of doing business with the big retailers. Back in 2008 

the ACCC found 

“Coles, Woolworths and Metcash have significant buyer power in a relation to 

many packaged grocery products because many suppliers effectively have 

little option other than to deal with these buyers”69 

Suppliers felt increasing pressure from retailers to fully or partially fund deep price 

promotions, experienced direct asks for lump sum payments to fill profit gaps or as 

part of Coles ARC program and saw increased competition from own-label 

products70. With the added burden of rising input costs71, it’s no surprise many 

suppliers struggled. 

In the 2012 AFGC ‘State of the Industry’ report then CEO Gary Dawson warned 

“Australian Food and grocery manufacturing…is facing an environment where 

input costs are rising…and retail price deflation continues to cut margins, 

placing the sector under increasing pressure”72 

In the same report in 2017, Chief Executive Tanya Barden again highlighted the 

ongoing challenge of maintaining viability in the industry with increasing costs, and 

retailer price deflation73. 

“We are expecting these pressures to only increase…[with] dire consequence 

for Australian jobs and investment, with some companies re-assessing their 

long-term future in Australia”74 

In this environment capital investment by Australian manufacturers decreased, with -

3.5% CAGR between 2013-201875. 

 

 
69 Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (2008) Report of the ACCC inquiry into 
the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries 
70 (2018), The Independent Review of the Food & Grocery Code of Conduct, Draft Report 
71 Australian Food & Grocery Council (2012), State of the Industry Report. Available at: 
https://www.afgc.org.au/industry-resources/state-of-the-industry-report 
72 Ibid 
73 Australian Food & Grocery Council (2017), State of the Industry Report. Available at: 
https://www.afgc.org.au/news-and-media/2017/10/state-of-the-industry-2017-report  
74 ibid 
75 Source: Australian Food & Grocery Council (2012 - 2018), State of the Industry Report. 
Available at: https://www.afgc.org.au/industry-resources/state-of-the-industry-report 

https://www.afgc.org.au/industry-resources/state-of-the-industry-report
https://www.afgc.org.au/news-and-media/2017/10/state-of-the-industry-2017-report
https://www.afgc.org.au/industry-resources/state-of-the-industry-report
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Figure 5: Australian food and grocery manufacturers’ capital investment annual growth %76 

 

Despite significant export growth as manufacturers sought alternative revenue 

streams77, industry turnover was essentially flat, with a modest 1.1% CAGR over the 

five years to 201778. Manufacturers (or suppliers) were losers in the price war driven 

by increased supermarket competition. 

 

Consumers: The potential to lose long term 

While shoppers win over the short-term in a supermarket price war, over the 

long-term consumers have potential to suffer as manufacturers shy away from 

capital investment for innovation, product improvements, or efficiencies. As retailers 

continue to push for margin relief - to fund cheaper prices for shoppers - “new” 

becomes even harder to land. Innovation requires further investment to drive 

awareness, and sales take time to build – meaning operational efficiencies are 

unlikely until the range becomes established. It is risky for manufacturers to invest in 

an un-tested range, and unlikely in a time of “relentless pressure back through the 

supply chain… to stay competitive”79. 

Furthermore, with smaller suppliers having less bargaining power than their larger 

counterparts and facing the same pressures from increased input costs (but not 

benefitting from the same economies of scale), many will shut their doors. If this 

 
76 Ibid 
77 Ibid 
78 Ibid 
79 Australian Food & Grocery Council (2016), State of the Industry Report. Available at: 
https://www.afgc.org.au/industry-resources/state-of-the-industry-report 

https://www.afgc.org.au/industry-resources/state-of-the-industry-report
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continues, shoppers and consumers eventually lose out, with less options on their 

supermarket shelves. 

 

Independent Supermarkets & Metcash  

While Coles and Woolworths initially drove profit and sales during the “price 

wars”, Independent supermarkets and Metcash suffered. Referring back to Figure 4, 

IGA lost considerable share from 2010 to 201680. Over the same period Metcash 

Food and Grocery EBIT declined year on year81.  

In 2008 it was found Metcash’s wholesale prices and vertical separation with the 

retailers it supplied were likely to limit the ability for Independent’s to compete 

aggressively on price, ultimately hindering their ability to win during the competitive 

decade of 2010.  

While an ACCC investigation found “Metcash appears to be able to achieve 

excessive margins as the only national wholesaler82” there were several other 

reasons for its high prices. The wholesaler appeared to pay more on several grocery 

products compared to Coles and Woolworths and was unable to achieve the same 

economies of scale83. Furthermore, the vertical separation between Metcash and 

Independent retailers means that, while Metcash can lower its wholesale prices, it 

has no way of ensuring the price cut will be passed on to the end shopper84. 

Although accepting the wholesaler and Independent market had achieved “some 

successes”, Fred Harrison – CEO of Australia’s largest Independent grocery retailer 

Richies – noted “there is a long way to go to make our prices more competitive”85 

 

 
80 UBS (2015), Australian Supermarkets. Becoming negative on Australian Supermarkets. 
EPS forecasts cut. WOW downgraded to sell 
81 Metcash (2010-2016), Full Year Results Presentation, ASX. Available at: 
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/MTS  
82 Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (2008) Report of the ACCC inquiry into 
the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries 
83 Ibid 
84 Ibid 
85 Mitchell S (2019), Metcash under pressure to cut prices so independents can compete, 
AFR. Available at: https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/metcash-under-pressure-to-cut-
prices-so-independents-can-compete-20190926-p52v6d 

https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/MTS
https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/metcash-under-pressure-to-cut-prices-so-independents-can-compete-20190926-p52v6d
https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/metcash-under-pressure-to-cut-prices-so-independents-can-compete-20190926-p52v6d
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The tipping point 

Coles and Woolworths prospered initially due to the price wars catalysed by 

Aldi expansion in Australia but, 2017 was a pivotal year. For the first time in recent 

history both retailers saw EBIT decline; this despite flat sales performance from 

Coles and 4.5% revenue growth from Woolworths Food.86 

While there are many contributing factors to performance, both 2017 Shareholder 

Reviews note investment in providing lower prices for customers.87 

Woolworths performance rebounded the following year, with Coles returns 

continuing to decline88.  

 

Ultimately no one wins 

Competition fought on price alone does not create victors’ long term.  

In Australia suppliers struggled to combat rising input costs, while providing margins 

expected by supermarkets - leading to flat growth and low investment. 

As innovation becomes harder to land, and smaller suppliers shut their doors, 

consumers will also suffer. 

For major retailers eventually other factors will no longer mitigate increased cost of 

doing business. For smaller retailers the challenge was too great from the outset.  

The new era of competition 

With Kaufland withdrawing, Aldi growth stagnating and Amazon Pantry taking 

time to gain a foothold, this paper argues the future battle for market share will be 

largely between the ‘Big Two’ themselves. Despite market concentration remaining 

high, competition will continue to intensify, although not on the same price battlefield 

of the previous decade. 

 

What will drive competition? 

 
86 Ibid 
87 Ibid 
88 Ibid 
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There are two main factors (aside from concentration) which impact 

competition. Barriers to entry, and the ease with which consumers can switch 

between different firms’ offerings89.  

The recent entry and subsequent withdrawal of Kaufland in Australia show there are 

significant barriers to entry for large-format, one-stop-shop supermarkets able to 

compete Coles and Woolworths. Discounter Aldi and big box moving Costco’s entry 

are examples of how to surmount barriers to entry through differentiated business 

models and shopper offerings, but don’t provide blueprints to significantly decreasing 

market power of the dominant players. 

But, shoppers do have the ability switch between supermarkets - to vote with their 

wallets. Increasingly they are choosing to do so. This will drive competition. 

 

Consumers and shoppers: The ultimate power to vote 

Market penetration trends show almost all retailers gaining penetration 

recently, suggesting shoppers are willing to switch and share their spend across 

options.  

Figure 6: Supermarket customer penetration trend90 

 
89 Minifie J (2017), Competition in Australia: Too little of a good thing?, Grattan Institute. 
Available at: https://grattan.edu.au/report/competition-in-the-australian-economy/ 
90 Roy Morgan (2016) Supermarket sweep: Aldi’s share of the Aussie market still rising. 
Available at: http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/6762-supermarket-sweep-aldis-share-of-
aussie-market-still-rising-201604142258 

https://grattan.edu.au/report/competition-in-the-australian-economy/
http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/6762-supermarket-sweep-aldis-share-of-aussie-market-still-rising-201604142258
http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/6762-supermarket-sweep-aldis-share-of-aussie-market-still-rising-201604142258
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Proximity is a core driver of supermarket choice for shoppers91. In 2008 the average 

distance between a major retailer and its nearest competitor above 1000m2 in 

metropolitan areas was less than 1km, and just over 1km for urban areas with a 

population >20,00092. Coles and Woolworths now have 20% more stores than 

existed in 2008 and growing93 – proximity will become less of an influencing factor. 

 

Players in the new era of competition 

1. Aldi 

Aldi growth is stagnating94. The retailer has successfully appealed to a market 

segment willing to accept their restricted range of products, austere stores, and 

 
91 Nielsen (2016), Understanding the top drivers behind shoppers’ store choices. Available 
at: https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2016/understanding-the-top-drivers-
behind-shoppers-store-choices/ 
92 Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (2008) Report of the ACCC inquiry into 
the competitiveness of retail prices for standard groceries 
93 Wesfarmers & Coles (2008 & 2019) Shareholder Review, ASX. Available at: 
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WES 
Woolworths Limited (2008 & 2019), Annual Report, ASX. Available at: 
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WOW 
94 Osegowitsch T, McCabe A (2018), Aldi Supermarket strategy is unlikely to challenge 
Woolworths and Coles, The Conversation. Available at: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-
08-02/aldi-supermarket-coles-woolworths/10065018 

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2016/understanding-the-top-drivers-behind-shoppers-store-choices/
https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2016/understanding-the-top-drivers-behind-shoppers-store-choices/
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WES
https://www.asx.com.au/asx/share-price-research/company/WOW
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-08-02/aldi-supermarket-coles-woolworths/10065018
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-08-02/aldi-supermarket-coles-woolworths/10065018
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minimal service - in exchange for lower prices. But, given its unique shopper offering, 

and footprint already spanning coast to coast, significant future growth is unlikely.  

 

2. Costco 

Costco continues to expand its footprint in Australia. But, the subscription model, 

format of products ranged, and population density necessary for a Costco outlet to 

succeed mean its’ market share opportunities are also capped.  

 

3. Independent supermarkets 

Independent supermarkets can thrive in the current retail environment. Their 

small size relative to the majors enable them to more easily meet the unique 

requirements of the population they serve with tailored ranging, pricing, and service. 

These are tools independent supermarkets must use to succeed. You need only visit 

Australian Finest Supermarkets in Adelaide to understand how uniquely successful 

independents can be. Frewville, winner of “International Retailer of the Year” two 

years running, tailors its range, focusses on service, and includes touches like live 

music, tasting displays, and onsite cafes95. Sales doubled in the two years after re-

branding as “Adelaide Finest”. They have more than quadrupled since.96 

But, in some suburbs, price - whether perception or reality - will continue to hinder 

performance. This will limit the market share Independents can maintain. 

 

4. Amazon 

Amazon Pantry has the potential to impact Australian supermarket retail, but 

with low Australian online grocery penetration, and Amazon not currently holding 

 
95 Changarathil, V (2016), Chapleys-owned Frewville Foodland supermarket named best in 
the world, The Advertiser. Available at: 
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/chapleysowned-frewville-foodland-supermarket-
named-best-in-the-world/news-story/1703cf39a5c4c048138d8740b075c776 
96 Ibid 

https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/chapleysowned-frewville-foodland-supermarket-named-best-in-the-world/news-story/1703cf39a5c4c048138d8740b075c776
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/chapleysowned-frewville-foodland-supermarket-named-best-in-the-world/news-story/1703cf39a5c4c048138d8740b075c776
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enough offerings to substitute an entire shop it will take time for the impact to be 

felt97. 

 

5. Coles and Woolworths 

This will be the share of trade battleground. 

Price and value will continue to be key to supermarket competition over coming 

years. But, these prices, every-day and deep high/low, have become hygiene 

factors. For the ‘Big Two’, price was not, and will not be, a source of differentiation. 

Coles and Woolworths will seek more sustainable ways to drive meaningful 

differentiation and encourage shoppers into their store - ahead of their rival. The new 

battlegrounds will be on the frontiers of online, sustainability, fresh, range and in-

store experience and will breed significantly more winners across grocery 

stakeholders than the price war of the previous decade. 

 

Conclusion 

When increased competition leads to a battle fought solely on price, over the 

long term there are only losers. While Coles and Woolworths drove strong profit and 

revenue in the short term, eventually the price war eroded their bottom line. For 

shoppers and consumers, short-term gains through cheaper prices must be weighed 

against long-term impact on diversity of choice, and economic impacts of lack of 

industry investment. For suppliers in Australia growth stagnated as pressure to 

support lower prices - along with increasing input costs - squeezed profit margins. 

This battle was unsustainable. 

This paper looks forward to a future of competition between retailers seeking 

meaningful and lasting differentiation on sustainable battlegrounds. 

  

 
97 Sotiropoulos D (2018), Online grocery the ‘next biggest prize’ in retail, Inside Retail. 
Available at: https://insideretail.com.au/news/online-grocery-the-next-biggest-prize-in-retail-
201804 

https://insideretail.com.au/news/online-grocery-the-next-biggest-prize-in-retail-201804
https://insideretail.com.au/news/online-grocery-the-next-biggest-prize-in-retail-201804
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Executive Summary 
The global retail market has seen extraordinary change in two decades – the disruption of the 

Global Financial Crisis, the inexplicable rise of the personal mobile device, and the ubiquity of 

social media.  

This has encouraged global retailers to enter the Australian market, new businesses to start, 

and shoppers to shift preferences more rapidly. Economic theory would suggest a market 

with more participants should offer customers greater choice and more competitive prices. 

So far, shoppers have benefited significantly. 

However, the market has seen global retailers take share while local retailers fold under the 

competitive pressure. This may ultimately reduce choice for shoppers, responsiveness to local 

tastes, and adversely impact the Australian community. 

The industry can leverage the success of the home-grown start-ups, as well as the collective 

consciousness of Australians, enabled by social media, to continue offering compelling 

products and solutions that shoppers will buy.  

So how did we get here? And where to now? 
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In 2007, three things happened… 
1. A credit crunch in the US housing market: This rippled through the world’s economy 

and triggered the 2008 Global Financial Crisis. This crisis wiped an estimated 33% off 

the value of the world’s companies98 and firms had to look for opportunities to regain 

growth. 

 

2. Apple launched the first iPhone: This signalled Apple’s shift into a new category, 

though the market was sceptical of this product’s future success: then-Microsoft CEO 

Steve Ballmer stated that the iPhone had "no chance" of taking over the smartphone 

market99. The first-generation iPhone was the first smartphone to feature a 

touchscreen rather than a keyboard. In that year, Apple sold 1.9 million units - in 2017, 

they sold 217 million units. Steve Ballmer later conceded Apple had “made it work”. 

 

3. Facebook introduced paid advertising: In November of 2007, Mark Zuckerberg 

announced Facebook Ads, a strategy to monetise Facebook’s customers. Retailers 

could build their own communities, access users’ activity to better understand their 

habits and preferences, and finally, pay for targeted advertising. 

…and today, this is still causing rapid change in the Australian retail 

market 
These events signalled a revolution in global retail, and the impact on Australia remains 

present 13 years later. 

1. Australia – recession-free since ‘83: The Australian economy as measured by GDP is 

36% larger100 now than in 2007. More importantly, the world noticed that Australia 

had ducked the crisis101, with global press highlighting the relative strength of the 

Australian economy. This encouraged global businesses to turn their attention down 

under.  

 

2. A device for every man and his dog (…and his cat): According to Cisco, the average 

Australian now has three mobile-connected devices102. The ubiquity of devices has 

changed shopping behaviour and opened a new channel to market: more Australians 

now prefer to shop on their mobile than personal desktops103. Customers shop 

everywhere, promoting new channels of fulfilment, including delivery to home, locker, 

workplace, or via click and collect.  

 
98 https://www.globalissues.org/article/768/global-financial-crisis 
99 https://appleinsider.com/articles/18/06/29/the-story-of-the-original-iphone-that-nobody-thought-was-
possible 
100 Australian Bureau of Statistics  
101 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-australia-ducked-the-crisis/ 
102 https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/solutions/service-provider/vni-forecast-
highlights/pdf/Australia_2020_Forecast_Highlights.pdf 
103 2019 Deloitte Australia Mobile Consumer Survey 

https://www.globalissues.org/article/768/global-financial-crisis
https://appleinsider.com/articles/18/06/29/the-story-of-the-original-iphone-that-nobody-thought-was-possible
https://appleinsider.com/articles/18/06/29/the-story-of-the-original-iphone-that-nobody-thought-was-possible
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-australia-ducked-the-crisis/
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/solutions/service-provider/vni-forecast-highlights/pdf/Australia_2020_Forecast_Highlights.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/solutions/service-provider/vni-forecast-highlights/pdf/Australia_2020_Forecast_Highlights.pdf
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3. Always on…the internet: Australians now spend more time on the internet than 

watching television – in 2018, 21.9 billion hours were spent online (3 hours per adult), 

27% of which was social media104. Internet giants are capturing mind-boggling 

volumes of data on shoppers and using it to personalise and curate unique 

experiences. 5.7 million Australians now ask Google or Alexa for help through their 

smart speakers105, and internet giants are collecting all this data to use to sell us more. 

 

Incumbents see their competitive landscape get crowded…  
Competition is hot, with new global retailers entering the Australian market, more businesses 

starting up, and consumers using more information to make faster decisions. 

1. Open for Business 

Ever more global retailers take aim at the Australian consumer, encouraged by 

strength in the economy…and softer local competition. This is particularly apparent in 

the fashion industry, with a spate of new brands entering the market this decade. 

Zara was first, launching two stores in 2011, now has 18 stores and a strong online 

channel106. Zara is famous for lean, fully owned, supply chain and the rapid new 

product development cycle (4-5 weeks). Globally, Zara’s scale is significant; 12,000 

new designs are produced each year, sold through thousands of stores.  

More brands followed suit. In 2014, H&M set up a store in the Melbourne GPO 

building; today, H&M operates 40 stores and is launching an Australian online store107. 

Because of H&M’s network scale (4,000 stores), new merchandise is developed and 

cycled continuously, and prices are very competitive. This has unlocked collaborations, 

including with Versace and Balmain108.  

Grocery’s duopoly, shaken by Aldi in the early 2000’s, saw Costco join the fray in 2009. 

Costco now operates 11 sites and is building a 30,000m2 distribution centre to support 

further growth109. Coles and Woolworths breathed a sigh of relief in January 2020 with 

Kaufland’s surprise exit from Australia to concentrate on European markets110. Clearly 

Australia is looking crowded already. 

 

 
104 http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7665-time-spent-working-and-media-march-2018-
201807200811 
105 https://theconversation.com/smart-speakers-are-everywhere-and-theyre-listening-to-more-than-
you-think-114018 
106 http://theconversation.com/zaras-australian-entrance-to-challenge-local-retailers-272 
107 https://www.ragtrader.com.au/news/handm-is-about-to-be-in-every-australian-home 
108 https://www.referralcandy.com/blog/hm-word-of-mouth-marketing/ 
109 https://www.businessinsider.com.au/costco-is-building-its-first-australian-warehouse-in-sydney-
2018-3 
110 https://www.businessnewsaus.com.au/articles/surprise-exit-for-kaufland-from-australia.html 

http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7665-time-spent-working-and-media-march-2018-201807200811
http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7665-time-spent-working-and-media-march-2018-201807200811
https://theconversation.com/smart-speakers-are-everywhere-and-theyre-listening-to-more-than-you-think-114018
https://theconversation.com/smart-speakers-are-everywhere-and-theyre-listening-to-more-than-you-think-114018
http://theconversation.com/zaras-australian-entrance-to-challenge-local-retailers-272
https://www.ragtrader.com.au/news/handm-is-about-to-be-in-every-australian-home
https://www.referralcandy.com/blog/hm-word-of-mouth-marketing/
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/costco-is-building-its-first-australian-warehouse-in-sydney-2018-3
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/costco-is-building-its-first-australian-warehouse-in-sydney-2018-3
https://www.businessnewsaus.com.au/articles/surprise-exit-for-kaufland-from-australia.html
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2. There’s an app for that 

It has never been cheaper and easier to advertise to, transact with and fulfil orders for 

a small customer base. 

 

Micro-businesses can bid on search terms in Google (AdWords) to drive web traffic. 

Highly targeted and fully scalable111, this is only one example of a plethora of digital 

advertising methods which are effective at any budget. 

 

Mobile devices in every pocket enable a whole new business type: apps. Apple’s App 

Store contains 2 million applications112 that the global behemoth has not lifted a finger 

to produce. An app can be created for several thousand dollars113, giving start-ups an 

instant route to market.  

 

It is therefore unsurprising that the Australian retail landscape is full of start-ups, some 

achieving notable success. From humble beginnings of a 100m2 Sydney warehouse, 

The Iconic is now a household name. At the time, consumers had little choice online; 

standard e-commerce delivery windows were often a week, with limited return 

options. The Iconic, by contrast, held stock in Australia, delivered in days, and offered 

free return. This clearly resonated with shoppers, with The Iconic now generating 

hundreds of millions in revenue114 per year and proving it is not necessary to rent high 

street space to be successful. 

 

3. The wisdom of the crowd  

Availability of and access to information has changed the pace that shoppers form 

preferences, express opinions, and change habits.  

Dick Johnson, CEO of Foot Locker, said that the digital landscape was “…[driving] shifts 

in consumer behaviour and spending patterns at a faster pace” than the industry can 

keep up with, and consumers were “moving from one style to the next faster than 

ever before”115. With consumers wanting different products to chase new trends, 

traditional retailers struggle to keep up.  

Consumers increasingly express their opinions online and punish retailers who do not 

meet expectations. Research by PayPal suggests 55% of Australians are conscious 

consumers, with 10% actively boycotting brands that do not align with their values116. 

This accelerates the pace at which consumers latch on to new, purpose-led, businesses 

and abandon incumbents after a perceived violation.  

 
111 https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2013/07/15/adwords-small-business-strategy-guide 
112 https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/09/09/technology/apple-app-store-competition.html 
113 https://wavedigital.com.au/how-much-does-it-cost-to-build-an-app/ 
114 https://www.theceomagazine.com/business/innovation-technology/fire-faster-the-four-golden-
lessons-of-running-a-multi-million-dollar-fashion-empire/ 
115 https://retailwire.com/discussion/are-fashion-trends-moving-too-fast-for-retail/ 
116 https://www.paypal.com/au/brc/article/Conscious-consumers 

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2013/07/15/adwords-small-business-strategy-guide
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/09/09/technology/apple-app-store-competition.html
https://wavedigital.com.au/how-much-does-it-cost-to-build-an-app/
https://www.theceomagazine.com/business/innovation-technology/fire-faster-the-four-golden-lessons-of-running-a-multi-million-dollar-fashion-empire/
https://www.theceomagazine.com/business/innovation-technology/fire-faster-the-four-golden-lessons-of-running-a-multi-million-dollar-fashion-empire/
https://retailwire.com/discussion/are-fashion-trends-moving-too-fast-for-retail/
https://www.paypal.com/au/brc/article/Conscious-consumers
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…therefore, shoppers are winners right now  
A crowded landscape gives consumers more choice – in quality, in style, in how and where to 

shop. All at competitive prices. What’s not to like? 

• A style is what you choose: Australian consumers now have endless style choices; no 

longer limited by the 1,600 SKUs117 at JeansWest, Zara cycles through 12,000 lines. 

H&M offers a depth of range with its collaborative partnerships that cannot be 

matched by local retailers – Big W x Burberry seems like a difficult alliance to envisage. 

 

• Down Down: Costco’s prices are c.20% below established players118. International 

discount supermarkets have added fuel to the fire of the Coles v Woolworths price 

wars119. As margins are squeezed, Australian families can buy their household 

groceries at ever better prices. Surely this is “good, different”? 

 

• Choices, Choices: The Iconic’s plethora of delivery and collection options gives 

customers freedom to shop anywhere, receive delivery whenever, and return 

whatever. This choice comes at low or no cost. 

 

• If you can dream it: Application stores give ultimate flexibility to users to customise 

their device. Personalisation is another advantage of a crowded retail landscape. 

Shoppers are no longer limited by the range of mugs available in Matchbox; they can 

design their own on VistaPrint to be delivered next week.  

 

• Ethics and Aesthetics: Shoppers voting with their wallets reward retailers who 

credibly demonstrate their conscious credentials. Harvard Business Review reported 

that last year, sustainably marketed products outgrew conventional products in 90% 

of categories120. The Iconic has launched a sustainable fashion vertical of 6,400 

items121. Coles and Woolworths require chicken to be RSPCA-certified. Intense 

competition therefore appears to encourage a race-to-the-top for social 

consciousness.  

But what does it mean for Australian retailers? 
These factors create a “winner takes all” scenario, which could see a future concentration of 

market power, as global “winning” retailers cause a reduction in competition by driving locals 

out of business. In 2019 alone, these Australian retailers entered administration: 

1. Harris Scarfe 

2. Bardot 

3. Ziera 

 
117 https://www.jeanswest.com.au/en-au/international-franchising.htm 
118 https://www.businessinsider.com.au/costco-is-building-its-first-australian-warehouse-in-sydney-
2018-3 
119 https://www.fool.com.au/2016/03/04/supermarket-price-war-erupts-coles-fights-back-against-
woolworths-limited/ 
120 https://hbr.org/2019/06/research-actually-consumers-do-buy-sustainable-products 
121 https://insideretail.com.au/news/the-iconic-launches-sustainable-fashion-vertical-201904 

https://www.jeanswest.com.au/en-au/international-franchising.htm
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/costco-is-building-its-first-australian-warehouse-in-sydney-2018-3
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/costco-is-building-its-first-australian-warehouse-in-sydney-2018-3
https://www.fool.com.au/2016/03/04/supermarket-price-war-erupts-coles-fights-back-against-woolworths-limited/
https://www.fool.com.au/2016/03/04/supermarket-price-war-erupts-coles-fights-back-against-woolworths-limited/
https://hbr.org/2019/06/research-actually-consumers-do-buy-sustainable-products
https://insideretail.com.au/news/the-iconic-launches-sustainable-fashion-vertical-201904
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4. Ed Harry 

5. The Co-Op Bookshop 

6. Napoleon Perdis 

7. Shoes of Prey 

8. Zanui 

9. Jeanswest 

10. Dimmeys 

11. Stylerunner 

12. Colette by Colette Hayman 

Many local businesses are unable to compete with the scale of the global behemoths, the 

flexibility of start-ups and respond quickly enough to changing customer tastes. If globals can 

drive enough locals to the wall, industries may merely see power shift, rather than disperse. 

Aldi has captured 10% of the grocery market, but growth has come at the expense of Metcash, 

which has seen market share shrink year-on-year122.  

There are two more good reasons to believe Aussie retailers will continue to struggle and fold. 

1. This cut-throat competitive landscape has forced leanness into supply chains and 

squeezed inventory holdings. This leaves smaller retailers unable to weather global 

shocks, like the recent outbreak of COVID-19, which is disrupting stock flow. Smaller 

retailers will be the first and worst hit because they have fewer options to source 

alternative products and are lower priority when product flow restarts. 

2. In this age of hyper-competition, hyper-personalisation is now an expectation. 

Gathering, analysing and using vast data streams requires significant investment, and 

the globals are spending big. While the giants can keep creating superior, personalised 

customer experiences, local retailers cannot access the capital needed to run the data 

race and will only get further behind. 

A continued shift in power to global retailers could reduce: 

• Localised choice: Aldi stocks 1,350 SKUs, while IGA stocks 20,000+, including many 

exclusive Australian brands. To remain competitive, Metcash has slashed SKU 

counts, reducing by 5,000 in 2016123. In a race to cost efficiency, local, small-batch 

products may become less accessible, ultimately reducing choice in meeting local 

tastes and preferences.  

 

• Australian employment: Global retailers often set up a local branch when entering 

the Australian market, but few will be relocating head offices. New roles created 

may not fully offset job losses sustained in collapsing retailers – the closure of Jeans 

West puts almost 1,000 jobs at risk124. By contrast, Amazon’s entry into Australia has 

 
122 http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7936-australian-grocery-market-december-2018-
201904050426 
123 https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/shoppers-face-less-choice-as-metcash-culls-
product-range-20160909-grchub.html 
124 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-15/jeanswest-in-financial-strife-988-jobs-at-risk/11870864 

http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7936-australian-grocery-market-december-2018-201904050426
http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7936-australian-grocery-market-december-2018-201904050426
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/shoppers-face-less-choice-as-metcash-culls-product-range-20160909-grchub.html
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/shoppers-face-less-choice-as-metcash-culls-product-range-20160909-grchub.html
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-01-15/jeanswest-in-financial-strife-988-jobs-at-risk/11870864
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only resulted in several hundred new roles125, while the decision-makers reside in 

the head office in Seattle126. 

 

• Tax Revenue: Multinationals are routinely criticised in the press for avoiding local 

taxes. Amazon paid $20m in tax on sales above $1b in 2018, with market participants 

voicing concern that profits are being diverted to low tax jurisdictions to dodge 

obligations127. Tax avoidance is not guaranteed when market power shifts to globals, 

but it does pose a risk. Further, a reduction in local jobs reduces taxation revenue 

gained through income tax. 

 

• Community Support: Local community groups may suffer as local retailers cannot 

remain afloat. The 2016 collapse of Dick Smith resulted in a funding gap of $200,000 

for Epilepsy Action Australia128. In 2019, Oxfam Australia closed 13 stores and online 

channel as the retail arm could not make a profit in the highly competitive retail 

environment129.  

While it is not clear that shoppers will continue to win as big in the future, global retailers are 

well positioned to continue their streak. This is exemplified by the fashion industry: the top 

20% of fashion brands globally deliver the entire industry’s economic profit - the rest are 

breaking even or in the red130. 

What can be concluded? 
It is not inevitable that “winning” global retailers will kill more local incumbents. However, 

local retailers need strategies, and the other source of competitive disruption can help: the 

home-grown start-up. 

Local producers can find their own routes to market far easier than previously. The flexibility 

and adaptability to local, rapidly changing, consumer tastes are real assets in the current 

environment. However, new businesses are still competing in the same cut-throat landscape, 

with pressure on cost ever present, and share of shopper attention hard to attract.   

• If you can’t beat ‘em, buy ‘em: Acquisition is a fast, often lower risk, method of gaining 

access to an adjacent market or new customer group. Cost can be saved immediately 

by leveraging combined purchasing of inputs, bargaining power with advertising 

agencies, and sweating the fixed assets of the larger business (often supply chain 

infrastructure and retail networks). Just as critical is revenue uplift from a compelling 

combined offer. Officeworks’ acquisition of Geeks2U has allowed this small business 

 
125 https://www.ibisworld.com.au/australian-company-research-reports/retail-trade/amazon-
commercial-services-pty-ltd-company.html 
126 https://www.geekwire.com/2019/amazon-surpasses-microsoft-number-seattle-region-employees-
amid-big-growth-plans-across-us/ 
127 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-21/how-amazon-australia-shifts-income-offshore-to-reduce-
tax/11719232 
128 https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2016/01/charity-loses-200000-dick-smith-collapse/ 
129 https://www.smartcompany.com.au/industries/retail/oxfam-australia-retail-reckoning/ 
130 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/the-state-of-fashion-2019-a-year-of-
awakening 

https://www.ibisworld.com.au/australian-company-research-reports/retail-trade/amazon-commercial-services-pty-ltd-company.html
https://www.ibisworld.com.au/australian-company-research-reports/retail-trade/amazon-commercial-services-pty-ltd-company.html
https://www.geekwire.com/2019/amazon-surpasses-microsoft-number-seattle-region-employees-amid-big-growth-plans-across-us/
https://www.geekwire.com/2019/amazon-surpasses-microsoft-number-seattle-region-employees-amid-big-growth-plans-across-us/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-21/how-amazon-australia-shifts-income-offshore-to-reduce-tax/11719232
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-21/how-amazon-australia-shifts-income-offshore-to-reduce-tax/11719232
https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2016/01/charity-loses-200000-dick-smith-collapse/
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direct access to a retail network of 167 stores, where thousands of customers buy 

technology products every week.  

If the right business is too big to buy, then instead…  

• Make Friends: Partnering is another way that retailers can rapidly respond to changing 

consumer tastes, without taking on the expense of acquisition. Partnerships can be 

with manufacturers – think Best Buy’s concessions with technology manufacturers 

looking for retail frontage, touted as a key reason for the business’ successful 

turnaround131. Joint product and service propositions can also be very effective: JB Hi-

Fi’s collaboration with Telstra has helped both parties to sell more bundled phone 

plans by playing to JB’s strength in tech hardware upselling and Telstra’s network 

coverage.  

Finally, give the shoppers some credit – when given the choice, more Australians want to buy 

locally, in a socially responsible way, and will continue to reward retailers who authentically 

demonstrate this.  

There are few more authentic, iconic, Australian experiences than buying a Bunnings snag on 

a Saturday afternoon. And it may not be a coincidence that while so many other retailers 

struggled their way through 2019, not only did the green giant outpace the retail market in 

revenue growth (at 5.3%132 top line, compared to 2.7%133 in the market overall),  Bunnings 

manages to do so while retaining an incredible EBIT margin above 13% of revenue. 

A great partnership for a retailer may be right next door.  

 

  

 
131 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/18/business/best-buy-amazon.html 
132 https://www.wesfarmers.com.au/docs/default-source/asx-announcements/2020-half-year-results-
briefing-presentation.pdf?sfvrsn=94e601bb_0 
133 https://whatphone.com.au/telstra/need-a-new-phone-heres-why-you-wont-be-buying-it-from-telstra/ 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/18/business/best-buy-amazon.html
https://www.wesfarmers.com.au/docs/default-source/asx-announcements/2020-half-year-results-briefing-presentation.pdf?sfvrsn=94e601bb_0
https://www.wesfarmers.com.au/docs/default-source/asx-announcements/2020-half-year-results-briefing-presentation.pdf?sfvrsn=94e601bb_0
https://whatphone.com.au/telstra/need-a-new-phone-heres-why-you-wont-be-buying-it-from-telstra/
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Executive Summary 

Changing consumer behaviour, industry-wide margin pressures and a 

hypercompetitive market has left retailers exhausting all traditional cost-reduction 

levers, making automation a requirement, not a choice. 

 

The FMCG industry will operate like a well-oiled machine, serving customers better 

and in more ways than ever before but it comes with great change to the relationship 

between retailers, brands and consumers.  

 

It opens the door to bringing manufacturing back to life in Australia, 1 week lead 

times from production to delivery, redefining the role of warehouses, creating a new 

type of engagement between retail staff and consumer’s cars, career retail staff and 

prestige, and mass reskilling of workforces. 

 

Automation means billions of dollars in cost savings for retailers, exponential growth 

opportunities and the potential to add up to $4 trillion to the Australian economy over 

the next 15 years.134 The benefits to retail by adopting automation: 

 

● Reduced labour costs and increased productivity 

● Increased operational capabilities and flexibility 

● Better serve changing customer behaviours and needs  

● Improve customer experience and relationships 

 

How well businesses approach, adapt and implement automation will make or break 

retailers and brands. This essay concludes that in an era of rampant store closures, 

navigating through the changes that automation brings will be the key to survival and 

define retail’s future.  

 
134 https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-

reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth
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Introduction 
There’s a monumental shift approaching our society that will affect almost every 

aspect of our lives. Reminiscent of the industrial revolution, we are advancing at 

such an incredible pace that in the near future, our daily lives will change forever. 

Automation will be the driving force through technologies such as machine learning, 

artificial intelligence and advanced robotics. 

 

For Australia it presents an opportunity to leverage this inevitable change for its 

economic and productivity benefits or be left behind while the rest of the world races 

past. Critical success factors are public acceptance, Australian-made technological 

innovation, and the government’s development of infrastructure, policy & legislation. 

 

It is estimated that half of the activities in retail can be automated using current, at-

scale technology. For Australia, depending on how well it seizes the automation 

opportunity, could add up to $4 trillion to the current $1.89 trillion economy over the 

next 15 years.135  

 

While the potential automation opportunities are limitless, this essay will focus on the 

key operational areas that will most benefit within retail including distribution centres, 

automated transport, and store-level automation with consideration of the influences 

of online. 

Distribution Centres 

Productivity and utilisation are the name of the game when it comes to distribution 

centres (DCs) driving economic benefits. Retailers are facing ever-increasing labour 

costs, tighter fair work regulations, and rising real-estate costs. Automation unlocks 

the possibilities to do more with less, predominantly through advanced robotics and 

artificial intelligence.  

 

Benefits in DC automation include reduced labour, faster order processing, smarter 

fulfilment planning, safety benefits, higher storage density, increased processing 

capacity, faster and more accurate picking, and can run 24/7. Research shows  

 
135 https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-

reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth 
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Australia’s online shopping peaks in the evenings136, and is estimated to grow to 15-

20% of sales by 2030.137 Being able to process those overnight orders as it happens 

adds faster delivery and tremendous capacity with workload balancing.  

 

Coles & Woolworths are investing over $1.5b on state-of-the-art automated DCs 

over the next 5 years.138 These will provide twice the amount of output in half the 

footprint of a traditional DC.139 Major benefits to their shoppers will be improved on-

shelf availability, wider product variety, and tailored store ranges to meet local 

demographics and changing consumer needs.140 Artificial intelligence (AI)  will play a 

vital role here with smarter stock replenishment, and as each store continuously 

tweaks its range, AI will optimise the layout and flow of a store to maximise sales 

value. 

 

One of the most impressive features is the ability to design store-specific pallet 

stacks based on the aisle layout & unpacking order, so the pallets can be unloaded 

from the delivery truck straight to the shop floor. It cuts down labour time in breaking 

down pallets and minimises disruption in stores, leading to more sales and an 

improved customer experience.141 One estimate calculates with this process, a large 

supermarket would require 4 less people per store back dock - multiply that by the 

Coles & Woolworths network and that’s 7,200 retail staff or over $160m per year in 

labour savings.142 

The floor plan and process workflow can be optimised for robot access rather than 

human ergonomics, safety or speed limitations. All-hours processing and robot 

speed, means  

businesses can dispatch more frequently and resupply stores quicker, which poses 

the opportunity to reduce a store’s holding stock and expand product ranges. Just-in-

time inventory provides more flexibility and allows more seasonally and needs-based 

fulfilment rhythms. There will be a bigger focus on lost-sales minimisation, especially 

 
136 https://auspost.com.au/content/dam/auspost_corp/media/documents/inside-australian-online-shopping-ecommerce-
report.pdf  
137 https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/flintstones-make-way-for-the-jetsons-in-retail-revolution-20191217-p53ku4 
138 https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/woolworths-banking-on-quantum-leap-from-new-distribution-centre-20180903-h14umz  
139 https://www.afr.com/property/commercial/coles-puts-1b-into-stateoftheart-sydney-and-brisbane-distribution-centres-
20190124-h1affm  
140 https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/woolworths-banking-on-quantum-leap-from-new-distribution-centre-20180903-h14umz  
141 https://tottnews.com/2019/04/02/coles-woolworths-automation/  
142 https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/woolworths-to-take-wraps-off-automated-warehouse-20180423-h0z452  
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due to true out-of-stock issues, and it will blur the lines between store operations and 

supply-chain responsibilities. 

Automated Transport 

Selling products has always been dependent on the ability to move them from Point 

A to Point B, whether a merchant ship or Uber delivers it. While the research focus is 

on retail operations, automated transport will have a significant impact on how 

customers shop, not to mention potentially decimate the 80% of driver-error related 

road fatalities.143  

 

For consumers, instead of having their cars parked most of the time as they do now, 

autonomous cars could be running errands, picking up their groceries and dropping 

off clothes for dry cleaning. This will lead to retail staff engaging with consumer’s 

cars as an extension of themselves, which should ring alarm bells for brick-and-

mortar stores. In this future it’s possible for consumers to spend less, or zero, time in 

physical stores, reiterating the importance of curated and personalised in-store 

experiences to lure consumers in.144 

 

Self-driving trucks are on the forefront of trials internationally, and while they are only 

5% of all Australian vehicles, they represent over 75% of total freight transported.145 

Relatively simple long-haul drives, logistical driver issues, driver shortages, and strict 

OH&S limitations on driving schedules makes a perfect target for automation.146  

 

With fully self-driving trucks, in combination with an automated DC that runs 24/7, it 

unlocks the capability for “always on” constant fulfilment and could effectively 2-3x 

their productivity and output, while better serving their customer’s needs. 

 

There is a lot of debate regarding the most efficient, safest & realistic ways of 

adopting new technologies as it progresses. In the U.S. they are testing self-driving 

 
143 https://home.kpmg/au/en/home/insights/2019/05/future-transport-autonomous-vehicles-shifting-public-perceptions.html  
144 https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/tips-trends-takeaways/driving-change-without-a-driver-how-the-driverless-car-
will-alter-retail-forever/  
145 
https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mediareleasesbytitle/33FBDA8165B3AA8BCA2583C2001D1A02?OpenDocume
nt  
146 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-06-27/truck-driver-shortage-the-road-to-an-economic-roadblock/11239258  

https://home.kpmg/au/en/home/insights/2019/05/future-transport-autonomous-vehicles-shifting-public-perceptions.html
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https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mediareleasesbytitle/33FBDA8165B3AA8BCA2583C2001D1A02?OpenDocument
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-06-27/truck-driver-shortage-the-road-to-an-economic-roadblock/11239258
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trucks using an autopilot system like airplanes. A human drives the difficult metro 

part (similar to landing and take-off) and the highway long-haul is automated.147  

 

Netherlands is a global leader because of its collaboration with neighbouring 

countries, new laws that encourage adoption, and taking an active role in safety and 

legal issues. Currently they’re testing truck platooning, which involves grouped trucks 

driving closely together, with wireless communication allowing all vehicles to act 

simultaneously. Led by a single driver commanding the whole convoy, the trucks 

travel within metres of each other.148 This also reduces aerodynamic drag that could 

provide fuel savings of up to 17% when travelling at a 4m distance.149 

 
150Figure 1: Trucks operating manually (blue) and the new platoon system (red) 

 

Government policy, legislation and infrastructure will make or break the development 

and adoption of autonomous vehicles in Australia. Currently, Austroads' Future 

Vehicles & Technology Program is supporting 29 trials across the country to deliver 

an improved road transport network. These vary from driver monitoring and 

infrastructure readiness testing to Level 4 autonomous passenger buses & heavy-

vehicle platooning.151  

 
147 https://www.wired.com/story/embark-self-driving-truck-deliveries/  
148 https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2019/02/2019-autonomous-vehicles-readiness-index.html  
149 https://www.nrel.gov/transportation/fleettest-platooning.html  
150 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-20/trucks-operating-manually-(in-the-blue)-and-the-new-close-follo/9171298 
151 https://austroads.com.au/drivers-and-vehicles/future-vehicles-and-technology/trials  

https://www.wired.com/story/embark-self-driving-truck-deliveries/
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2019/02/2019-autonomous-vehicles-readiness-index.html
https://www.nrel.gov/transportation/fleettest-platooning.html
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-20/trucks-operating-manually-(in-the-blue)-and-the-new-close-follo/9171298
https://austroads.com.au/drivers-and-vehicles/future-vehicles-and-technology/trials
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Store-Level Automation 

Increasing operating costs, online disruptors and industry-wide margin pressures 

have pushed retailers to exhaust their traditional cost-reduction levers. A 

hypercompetitive market with informed consumers leaves the retailer unable to pass 

on these costs and makes automation a requirement, not a choice.152 It also drives 

sales growth through greater personalisation, more convenience and a better 

customer experience.  

 

Studies identify retail to be most impacted by automation in terms of job change, 

however producing a net positive of 150,000 jobs by 2030. Most job growth will come 

from customer service, sales, and training occupations, while job losses are likely to 

come from production occupations such as operating machinery. 153  

 

Similarly, the introduction of ATMs meant branches operated with less staff, and 

banks reinvested the cost savings to open more branches with new employment. It 

changed the dynamics between the retailer and the customer from a transactional 

relationship to a long-term financial partnership, spurring new services and higher-

margin banking.154 

 
155 Figure 2. Automation analysis job change by 2030 across sectors 

 
152 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-

for-getting-ready#  
153  https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-

reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth 
154 https://stats.bls.gov/opub/mlr/1982/06/art4full.pdf  
155  https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-

reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth 

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-for-getting-ready
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-for-getting-ready
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth
https://stats.bls.gov/opub/mlr/1982/06/art4full.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/australias-automation-opportunity-reigniting-productivity-and-inclusive-income-growth
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With the scalable technology available today, a typical grocery store could be 

operated with up to 55-65% fewer labour hours and offer greater returns than 

historical hurdle rates for adoption. A study suggests this points to automation’s 

bottleneck being internal to companies, particularly a lack of skills & capability, and 

rollover annual budgeting mostly replicating previous year’s spending.156   

 

Many automation technologies being tested around the world and applied to retail, 

however there are key areas that are fast growing: 

Electronic Shelf Labels 

Live shelf labels can display prices, promotional items, and more - all managed from 

a centralised source.157 This opens the opportunity for dynamic pricing based on 

market demands, such as perishable food depending on the time of day which 

captures additional revenue pockets, consumers get better value and reduces 

waste.158 This is standard practice to online retailers, like Amazon, who change 

product prices 2.5 million times a day.159 

 
160 Figure 3. Extra revenue opportunities with dynamic pricing 

 
156 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-

for-getting-ready 
157 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/electronic-shelf-label-market-reach-135000940.html  
158 https://www.displaydata.com/media/1401/doc-068-02-01-displaydata-5-reasons-uk.pdf 
159 https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-price-changes-2018-8/?r=AU&IR=T 
160 https://medium.com/swlh/why-is-your-friend-getting-a-cheaper-uber-fare-than-you-ai-and-the-new-

frontier-in-dynamic-pricing-2b7d908deed0 

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-for-getting-ready
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-for-getting-ready
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/electronic-shelf-label-market-reach-135000940.html
https://www.displaydata.com/media/1401/doc-068-02-01-displaydata-5-reasons-uk.pdf
https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-price-changes-2018-8/?r=AU&IR=T
https://medium.com/swlh/why-is-your-friend-getting-a-cheaper-uber-fare-than-you-ai-and-the-new-frontier-in-dynamic-pricing-2b7d908deed0
https://medium.com/swlh/why-is-your-friend-getting-a-cheaper-uber-fare-than-you-ai-and-the-new-frontier-in-dynamic-pricing-2b7d908deed0
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Research estimates that 4.99% of average monthly store turnover is spent on 

manual ticket pricing and promo changes161, which roughly calculates savings to 

$1.8b per annum for Woolworths162 and $1.4b per annum for Coles.163 

Customer Behaviour Tracking 

Kroger tackled long checkout times using sensors and analytics. It tracked customer 

traffic and behaviour to predict when more cashiers were needed, which resulted in 

reducing customer wait times from 4 minutes to 30 seconds. It forecasted 15-30 

minutes ahead and identified opportunities for staff to be moved from floor tasks to 

open a new checkout, and better scheduling of breaks and shifts.164 This concept of 

automated dynamic staff management based on metrics and store needs while 

prioritising customer service will be a focus for store operations. 

Shelf-Scanning Robots  

Walmart is leading the space here and continues to expand its network of roaming 

robots that wander down aisles using cameras to identify shelf and merchandising 

issues, and reports back to staff to correct the issue.165 This lifts on-shelf availability 

and provides a better store experience leading to more sales for the retailer and the 

brand, and a better experience for the customer. This technology could plug tasks 

straight into the automated dynamic staff management system. 

Discussion and Implications for Retail 

The top-line benefits for retail are simple: reduce labour costs, improve productivity, 

grow sales, and make customers happier. The billions of dollars saved annually 

drives larger cash reserves for companies to invest in the next new horizon.  

 

 
161 https://pointofsale.com/new-research-from-displaydata-and-planet-retail-rng-estimates-that-global-

retailers-spent-104-billion-on-manually-changing-price-labels-in-2017/  
162 https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/icms_docs/195582_annual-report-2019.pdf  
163 

https://www.colesgroup.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_module/ir5sKeTxxEOndzdh00hWJw/file/Col
es_Annual_Report_2019.pdf 
164 https://www.informationweek.com/strategic-cio/executive-insights-and-innovation/kroger-solves-

top-customer-issue-long-lines/d/d-id/1141541?page_number=1  
165 https://hypebeast.com/2019/9/walmart-scanning-robot-rollout  

https://pointofsale.com/new-research-from-displaydata-and-planet-retail-rng-estimates-that-global-retailers-spent-104-billion-on-manually-changing-price-labels-in-2017/
https://pointofsale.com/new-research-from-displaydata-and-planet-retail-rng-estimates-that-global-retailers-spent-104-billion-on-manually-changing-price-labels-in-2017/
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/icms_docs/195582_annual-report-2019.pdf
https://www.colesgroup.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_module/ir5sKeTxxEOndzdh00hWJw/file/Coles_Annual_Report_2019.pdf
https://www.colesgroup.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_module/ir5sKeTxxEOndzdh00hWJw/file/Coles_Annual_Report_2019.pdf
https://www.informationweek.com/strategic-cio/executive-insights-and-innovation/kroger-solves-top-customer-issue-long-lines/d/d-id/1141541?page_number=1
https://www.informationweek.com/strategic-cio/executive-insights-and-innovation/kroger-solves-top-customer-issue-long-lines/d/d-id/1141541?page_number=1
https://hypebeast.com/2019/9/walmart-scanning-robot-rollout
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Automation will make us re-evaluate how we think about every part of retail; A 

platoon of self-driving trucks with 200 tonnes of goods spreads the imagination to 

becoming a roaming DC. Automated transport will be a global game changer, for 

example personal cars could potentially earn income delivering groceries while 

unused.166  

 

Production in Australia has declined in favour of countries with cheaper labour167, 

however it poses the question if labour costs were removed by completely 

automating factories too, could we revive local manufacturing? It’s not inconceivable 

to imagine 1-week timelines from production to delivery. That would lead DCs or 

warehouses becoming less relevant, or at the very least shrink and pivot their 

purpose. 

 

For investment, it's actually a positive to have a grocery duopoly to access the 

capital required to automate retail operations, leading to job protection and growth. 

Retailers that have been unable to survive in the market face potentially wiping out 

entire workforces.168 Nevertheless, retailers will have to rethink how they build 

relationships with customers to keep them coming back into stores when they won’t 

need to. 

 

Fundamentally, making consumers want to visit, rather than have to visit. 

Personalisation, curation and the in-store experience are the best strategies for 

this.169 With human interaction being at the crux of this, it leads me to believe quality 

retail staff will be paramount, and thus lead to career retail staff and increased 

prestige in the industry.  

 

Brands will have to consider how consumers want to buy and how to engage with 

them. With retailers moving to be an omni-presence not tied to a physical entity, 

brands must also think how to remain relevant to consumers. This is challenging with 

 
166 https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2019/02/2019-autonomous-vehicles-readiness-index.html  
167 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6897495/Chinas-giant-threat-Australia-jobs-go.html  
168 https://7news.com.au/business/retail/beginning-of-the-end-decaying-shopping-centres-struggling-

to-attract-customers-c-693815  
169 https://www.vendhq.com/blog/retail-experience/  

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2019/02/2019-autonomous-vehicles-readiness-index.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6897495/Chinas-giant-threat-Australia-jobs-go.html
https://7news.com.au/business/retail/beginning-of-the-end-decaying-shopping-centres-struggling-to-attract-customers-c-693815
https://7news.com.au/business/retail/beginning-of-the-end-decaying-shopping-centres-struggling-to-attract-customers-c-693815
https://www.vendhq.com/blog/retail-experience/
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the grocery duopoly providing so much automation scale and opportunity, while 

leaving brands vulnerable to the whims of each. 

 

The introduction of online shopping caused disruption and in response, bricks-and-

mortar retailers integrated ecommerce as part of their omnichannel strategy to better 

serve  

 

consumers. This shapes my belief that all the potential changes in retail and how 

consumers buy, won’t destroy retailers, just shape their evolution. The pie-chart for 

channel market share will change but the pie will get bigger.  

 

Retailers have the responsibility to lead the way in preparing their workforce for the 

road ahead, which will require adapting the internal mindset with a focus on talent 

acquisition, redeployment, and reskilling. This isn’t about changing coal miners into 

website coders - but evolving retail staff to remain in the retail environment. With the 

growth of gig workers and freelancers, outsourcing may also play a larger role to be 

able to fill specific gaps with complete flexibility, and the potential to pay for 

outcomes rather than time.170 

Conclusion 

Automation is an incredible opportunity for retail and Australia to grow. The supply-

chain is the backbone of what a retailer can deliver, automating this will slash costs 

and unlock potential for retailers thrive in an era of retail closures171. 

 

Despite the reactionary topic of job loss anytime automation is mentioned, it’s the 

key to making humans more relevant in retail. Unleashing human staff from 

operational and manual tasks allows focus to reinvent what their relationship with the 

customers is.  

 

 
170 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-

for-getting-ready#  
171 https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/retail/all-the-retailers-we-lost-in-2019-revealed/news-

story/c6846952451984fa313c7ed48604c519  

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-for-getting-ready
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/automation-in-retail-an-executive-overview-for-getting-ready
https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/retail/all-the-retailers-we-lost-in-2019-revealed/news-story/c6846952451984fa313c7ed48604c519
https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/retail/all-the-retailers-we-lost-in-2019-revealed/news-story/c6846952451984fa313c7ed48604c519
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This essay concludes that there are productivity, utilisation, economic and customer 

benefits at every operational stage from distribution centres and automated transport 

to the store experience. With any great change there will be positives & negatives to 

be carefully managed, but regardless of any action, it is an unstoppable process of 

innovation, competition and survival.  

 

Automation will define Australia’s future and prosperity in the 21st century and 

beyond. 
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Executive Summary 

 

In the new sustainability era, more and more companies are realising the importance 

of sustainability practices, expecting to reduce their environmental footprint.  

This essay evaluates how the rise of sustainability practices is transforming the way 

companies conduct their business, forming strategic partnerships that puts 

competitiveness aside. 

Whilst the actions of some non-industry leaders and governments to monetise global 

warming is briefly discussed, this is identified as more a hindrance and this essay 

explores three core principles with more beneficial results in the fight to “save the 

planet”: 

1) Circular-economy-mindset 

2) Carbon-offsetting   

3) Employee education and engagement 

This essay concludes by looking forward and recommending strategies for retailers 

to adopt to be most successful in authentic sustainability – one that meets consumer 

expectations whilst balancing the resources. 
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Introduction 

 

Climate change continues to be a hot topic, especially in Australia, with a Summer of 

devastating bushfires ravaging over 12 million acres of land.  Consumers are 

becoming increasingly aware of their actions and its impact on the environment and 

are choosing brands that keep them, their families and the world safe172. In a paper 

by NYU Stern’s Centre for Sustainable Business, research shows that in more than 

90% of the CPG categories, sustainability-marketed products grew faster than their 

conventional counterparts173. 

This essay explores the need for a circular economy approach to product packaging, 

the benefits of carbon offsetting and the positives of engaging and educating 

employees on sustainability. These three principles will be discussed in this essay 

along with an emphasis on sustainable partnerships to assist with accelerating 

sustainability goals for all players within the market, large and small. 

Monetisation of Sustainability 

The monetisation of sustainability continues to be a widely debated topic going as far 

back as the 1970s. Many researchers have developed arguments on how to 

calculate social costs of sustainability, putting a value on CO2 emission savings to 

incentivise corporations to become more sustainable. However, one of the main 

issues with this is that there are large complexities and discrepancies associated 

with accurately valuing these emissions. Furthermore, there is a fine line between 

valuation and commodification when attempting to monetise sustainability.  

Stopping global warming is not an issue that can be solved with a monetised 

solution. The crux of the issue is that in order to end global warming the use of fossil 

fuels needs to stop. Oceans need to be cleaned and the world’s population needs to 

be educated to shift its consumption habits. The remainder of the essay will explore 

some areas of sustainability that attempts to address these issues.  

 

 

 
172 IRI Grocery Market Moves 2019’ Report 
173 https://hbr.org/2019/06/research-actually-consumers-do-buy-sustainable-products 

https://hbr.org/2019/06/research-actually-consumers-do-buy-sustainable-products
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Sustainable packaging, processes and partnerships  

 

About 50% of consumers say products that use sustainable materials are important 

when it comes to everyday purchases174. Consequently, brand owners and retailers 

are under pressure to offer more sustainably packaged products. 

Being more sustainable means shifting away from a ‘take-make-dispose’ mentality to 

a more circular approach175, which means companies not only use less packaging, 

but design the packaging so it can be reused, recycled or composted, ultimately 

resulting in lower costs and less waste.   

Some key industry players are already incorporating this into their sustainability 

frameworks. In 2018, Coca-Cola introduced their first range of bottles made from 

100% recycled materials reducing their use of new plastic to approximately 16,000 

tonnes a year from 2020176. Further, as part of its World Without Waste plan, Coca-

Cola announced that it has set a goal of collecting and recycling the equivalent of 

every bottle or can it sell globally by 2030177. Mondelez International earlier this year 

launched its Cadbury Energy bar in packaging made from 100% recyclable, 

sustainably sourced paper, to be trialled by New Zealand consumers178. The ban on 

single-use plastic bags by Coles and Woolworths in Australia saw an estimated 1.5 

billion bags prevented from entering the environment which translated to an 80% 

drop in consumption of plastic bags nationwide179.  

Waitrose in the UK launched its first Waitrose Unpacked trial in 2019. The trial 

involved taking more than 200 products out of their packaging to test how customers 

might be prepared to shop differently, with the aim of saving thousands of tonnes of 

unnecessary plastic. With such an overwhelming level of positive response, it has 

committed to extending the scheme to several more branches as it gears up for a 

 
174 https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/finding-success-through-sustainability/ 
175 The Ellen MacArthur Foundation: The New Plastics Economy – Rethinking the Future of Plastics 
176 https://www.coca-colacompany.com/au/faqs/coca-cola-plastic-crisis 
177 https://www.coca-colacompany.com/news/why-a-world-without-waste-is-possible 
178 https://www.foodprocessing.com.au/content/sustainability/news/cadbury-chocolate-bar-trials-
paper-packaging-in-new-zealand-614316392 
179 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-12-03/supermarket-ban-sees-80pc-drop-in-plastic-bags-
nationwide/10576554 

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/finding-success-through-sustainability/
https://www.coca-colacompany.com/au/faqs/coca-cola-plastic-crisis
https://www.coca-colacompany.com/news/why-a-world-without-waste-is-possible
https://www.foodprocessing.com.au/content/sustainability/news/cadbury-chocolate-bar-trials-paper-packaging-in-new-zealand-614316392
https://www.foodprocessing.com.au/content/sustainability/news/cadbury-chocolate-bar-trials-paper-packaging-in-new-zealand-614316392
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-12-03/supermarket-ban-sees-80pc-drop-in-plastic-bags-nationwide/10576554
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-12-03/supermarket-ban-sees-80pc-drop-in-plastic-bags-nationwide/10576554
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wider roll out180. Although the “packaging-free” grocery concept is not new, it is a 

notable step towards improved sustainability for a large supermarket such as 

Waitrose to take181. 

 

 

Figure 1: Refill Station at Waitrose Unpacked trial in Wallingford, UK182 

 

While the examples above show how large corporations have started taking action, 

they are realising the limits of their individual power to create transformational 

change. In an interview, Len Sauers, Global Head of Sustainability at Proctor & 

Gamble, states "we have done a lot of work to reduce our own footprint, but at the 

end of the day the work of a single company cannot solve these challenges”  183. A 

possible solution is for companies to enter into sustainability partnerships. These 

partnerships involve two or more businesses collaborating for mutual benefits related 

to sustainability goals. 

 
180 https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/waitrose-unwrapped-phenomenal-customer-response-beer-
sell-out-832803 
181 https://www.packaginginsights.com/news/Waitrose-to-extend-its-bring-your-own-packaging-
concept-following-trial-success.html 
182 https://www.packaging-gateway.com/news/waitrose-partners-unpacked-refillables-trial-wallingford/ 
183 https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/procter-gamble-sustainability-report-
partnerships 

https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/waitrose-unwrapped-phenomenal-customer-response-beer-sell-out-832803
https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/waitrose-unwrapped-phenomenal-customer-response-beer-sell-out-832803
https://www.packaginginsights.com/news/Waitrose-to-extend-its-bring-your-own-packaging-concept-following-trial-success.html
https://www.packaginginsights.com/news/Waitrose-to-extend-its-bring-your-own-packaging-concept-following-trial-success.html
https://www.packaging-gateway.com/news/waitrose-partners-unpacked-refillables-trial-wallingford/
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/procter-gamble-sustainability-report-partnerships
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/procter-gamble-sustainability-report-partnerships
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In 2019, a coalition of major brands (including eight of the 10 companies on a 2018 

Greenpeace list of the most commonly found brands in ocean clean-ups184), as well 

as retailer Carrefour, courier UPS, resource management company SUEZ and 

Terracycle, a leader in recycling, partnered to launch an ambitious packaging model 

in the US and France called Loop. Loop is described as a circular shopping platform 

that replaces single-use disposable packaging with durable, reusable packaging. 

Consumers subscribe and order products that get delivered in durable, reusable or 

fully recyclable packaging made from materials such as alloys, glass, and 

engineered plastics. Once the products are used, customers place empties back into 

the tote, schedule a free pick-up, and the system makes sure the products get 

automatically replenished185. 

 

Partnerships like Loop are important as no single business can create a circular 

economy in isolation. To be successful and deliver the necessary change, at scale, 

Loop and its CPG partners must not just eliminate packaging waste but also improve 

the product experience, convenience and the way the consumer shops. This means 

working together to test new business models which require a complete 

transformation of how companies build new supply chains and the way goods are 

delivered in-store and via e-commerce channels186.  

 

But what about the smaller industry players who do not have the resources or 

knowledge required to successfully make their companies more sustainable? Large 

businesses and buyers can establish partnerships with their suppliers such as 

offering better terms and bigger orders in exchange for upgrading their sustainability 

practices or providing incentives for sustainability projects which can help 

differentiate their brand from others. 

 

Knorr, a German soup company owned by Unilever, did that by creating a 

Sustainability Partnership Fund appealing to its global suppliers. Once a grower has 

an approved proposal on a sustainable agriculture project, Knorr would contribute 

 
184 https://www.wastedive.com/news/terracycle-promises-future-of-consumption-with-loop-reuse-
system/546596/ 
185 https://loopstore.com/how-it-works 
186 https://www.unilever.com/news/news-and-features/Feature-article/2019/we-are-introducing-
reusable-refillable-packaging-to-help-cut-waste.html 

https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/18876/these-10-companies-are-flooding-the-planet-with-throwaway-plastic/
https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/18876/these-10-companies-are-flooding-the-planet-with-throwaway-plastic/
https://www.unilever.com/about/suppliers-centre/sustainable-sourcing-suppliers/knorr-sustainability-partnership/knorr-sustainability-partnership-fund/
https://www.wastedive.com/news/terracycle-promises-future-of-consumption-with-loop-reuse-system/546596/
https://www.wastedive.com/news/terracycle-promises-future-of-consumption-with-loop-reuse-system/546596/
https://loopstore.com/how-it-works
https://www.unilever.com/news/news-and-features/Feature-article/2019/we-are-introducing-reusable-refillable-packaging-to-help-cut-waste.html
https://www.unilever.com/news/news-and-features/Feature-article/2019/we-are-introducing-reusable-refillable-packaging-to-help-cut-waste.html
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half the total amount on top of a matched amount by the grower. This partnership 

makes it easier for farmers to experiment with sustainable farming practices that 

might otherwise be unaffordable. By getting involved in the farmers’ projects, Knorr 

shows commitment to progress in an actionable way, and the growers get much-

needed funds187.  

 

Carbon offsetting  

The health of our planet depends on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and 

whilst many companies are making major strides by transitioning to cleaner energy, 

reducing waste, and finding other creative solutions to cut their emissions, these 

activities aren’t enough to eliminate a carbon footprint completely188. Carbon 

emissions by the world’s largest companies are increasing189, from making to 

delivering consumer goods - whether they be physical items, services or digital clicks 

- all produce harmful carbon emissions. Carbon offsetting means carbon emissions a 

company produces in one place can then be equally reduced in another, neutralising 

the impact.  

 

Buying carbon offsets is quickly becoming a popular way to fight against climate 

change. Spurred by demand from customers, more than 170 major companies to 

date have pledged to become carbon-neutral by the middle of the century, if not 

sooner190. Whilst it is a relatively simple concept, there remains a significantly large 

amount of misrepresentation and misunderstanding around carbon offsetting 

preventing more companies choosing this type of sustainable investment. However, 

there are many benefits to this method with one such example being that it allows a 

company to offset its emissions whilst it is still implementing a sustainable 

infrastructure. For example, a food manufacturing company wants to reduce its 

emissions, but rather than waiting years for all the required financing and 

infrastructure to be installed for new zero-emissions hardware or technology, the 

company could start mitigating its emissions now by buying offsets. 

 
187 https://www.triplepundit.com/story/2018/business-benefits-sustainability-partnerships/13476 
188 Voluntary Carbon Market Insights: 2018 Outlook and First-Quarter Trends 
189 Global 500 Greenhouse Gases Performance 2010-2015 - 2016 Report on Trends 
190 https://www.vox.com/2020/2/27/20994118/carbon-offset-climate-change-net-zero-neutral-
emissions 

https://www.triplepundit.com/story/2018/business-benefits-sustainability-partnerships/13476
https://www.vox.com/2020/2/27/20994118/carbon-offset-climate-change-net-zero-neutral-emissions
https://www.vox.com/2020/2/27/20994118/carbon-offset-climate-change-net-zero-neutral-emissions
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Another barrier is the perceived high costs associated with carbon offsetting. 

Surprisingly, it is quite affordable with high-quality credits costing about $5 per metric 

tonne – approximately 0.4% of revenues191. Partnering with organisations with 

platforms to provide tools and connect companies to carbon offset partners is a 

possible solution for companies to take the first step towards neutralising their 

carbon footprint. 

 

One such organisation is Climate Neutral who understands that in order for 

investment in energy efficiency projects to really make a difference in the climate 

change discussion, the financial aspects of reducing carbon emissions must be easy 

to understand, measurable, and wallet friendly192. Since inception in early 2019, 44 

companies have worked with Climate Neutral to become certified as carbon-neutral 

in 2020, including drinkware maker Klean Kanteen and sneaker company Allbirds193.  

 

 

Figure 2: Carbon Neutral examples of carbon offset costs194 

It should be emphasised that carbon offsetting should not be used as the primary 

way to reduce a company’s environmental footprint or as an excuse to continue 

current practices. The first step is to reduce wherever possible whether it is through 

better packaging or swapping to a renewable energy supplier. If a company is 

 
191 https://www.climateneutral.org/faq 
192 ibid 
193 https://www.inc.com/kevin-j-ryan/climate-neutral-companies-offsetting-carbon-footprint.html 
194 https://www.climateneutral.org/faq 

https://www.inc.com/cameron-albert-deitch/allbirds-2018-company-of-the-year-nominee.html
https://www.climateneutral.org/faq
https://www.inc.com/kevin-j-ryan/climate-neutral-companies-offsetting-carbon-footprint.html
https://www.climateneutral.org/faq
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actively already doing what they can to reduce their footprint, then donating towards 

projects which are working towards real climate solutions is a great next step to 

reaching sustainability goals. 

 

Employee education 

Company sustainability typically looks at its impact on the community locally and 

globally, but sustainability starts with the people behind the scenes. Most business 

leaders know that it is difficult for a company to make a meaningful impact if 

employees do not care about sustainable practices195. To encourage environmental 

best practices among employees, it is important to invest in educating employees 

about sustainability as well as creating systems and processes that empower 

employees to integrate sustainability into their business decisions196.  

 

Marks & Spencer has empowered employees through creating sustainability 

champions in every one of its 1,380 clothing stores to ensure that each store 

performs the best it possibly can on all sustainability targets. Microsoft and HSBC 

bank have partnered with EarthWatch Institute for a sustainability education program 

that involves spending a day in the woods collecting data about climate change and 

how it affects forests. When workers return to the office after their forest immersion, 

they understand why energy reduction strategies are crucial and find ways to 

integrate their green education in their spheres of influence197.  

 

Another example is eBay who engaged workers on all levels through a competition: 

a Big Green Idea Contest. To enter, employees identified ways the company could 

meet greenhouse gas reduction goals with employees voting on the top ideas. One 

idea, the eBay Box — simple, eco-friendly packaging that's meant to be reused for 

eBay shipments — has saved money and resources for the company198. 

As Paul Polman, former CEO of Unilever, states “the key to creating a vibrant and 

sustainable company is to find ways to get all employees—from top executives to 

assembly line workers—personally engaged in day-to-day corporate sustainability 

 
195 https://www.triplepundit.com/story/2018/business-benefits-sustainability-partnerships/13476 
196 https://ssir.org/articles/entry/engaging_employees_to_create_a_sustainable_business 
197 https://psmag.com/economics/teaching-sustainability-has-benefits-for-big-business-30205 
198 ibid 

http://www.earthwatch.org/
https://www.triplepundit.com/story/2018/business-benefits-sustainability-partnerships/13476
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/engaging_employees_to_create_a_sustainable_business
https://psmag.com/economics/teaching-sustainability-has-benefits-for-big-business-30205
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efforts. Once company employees begin to see the positive impact and economic 

returns on social and environmental investments that they helped create, they start 

believing that they do have a role to play, and the ideas start to flow. It is essential 

for a large company to provide the framework for people to play within, and then 

things happen almost by magic”199. 

 

Recommendations 

Sustainability has long been on the agenda at many companies, but for decades 

their environmental, social, and governance activities have been disconnected from 

core strategy. That is no longer enough with growing demand for sustainable 

products and services, good corporate governance and social responsibility.  

To embrace consumer’s increasing need for environmentally responsible companies 

and sustainably produced products, retailers need to focus on embedding 

sustainability as part of its core strategy and work on reducing its carbon footprint as 

explored in this essay. In summary this involves: 

1. Developing products with a circular economy in mind  

2. Adopting carbon offsetting to further achieve sustainability goals 

3. Increasing employee engagement on sustainability matters through education 

Overarching the recommendations above, establishing partnerships with other 

companies and organisations will ensure synergies and further accelerate the 

success of sustainability measures. 

 

Conclusion  

Environmental sustainability is about making responsible decisions that will reduce a 

business’ negative impact on the environment. It is not simply about reducing the 

amount of waste that is produced or using less energy but is concerned with 

developing processes and identifying strategic partnerships that will lead to 

businesses becoming completely sustainable in the future. 

Admittedly, the process of changing corporate mindsets and culture to embrace 

sustainability can be a challenge for some enterprises. However, fostering a 

business culture where environmental sustainability is a priority is imperative for an 

organisation’s survival and growth in this new sustainability era. 

 
199 https://ssir.org/articles/entry/engaging_employees_to_create_a_sustainable_business 

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/engaging_employees_to_create_a_sustainable_business
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Executive summary 

Environmental and climate issues are gaining increasing awareness and importance 

for individuals globally. Retail has a key role to play in driving sustainability, not only 

for the environmental benefits but also to meet consumer demand for sustainable 

goods and services. 

Retailers and brand owners are already implementing a range of initiatives with 

wide-ranging benefits. The most successful initiatives involve co-operation across 

both sides of the industry, including those implemented by LEGO, Woolworths and 

Coles. 

Sustainability has already made a mark on the Australian retail industry. This is 

evidenced by the growth of products with sustainable claims, the macro space 

allocated to these products, and the disruption experienced to traditional products 

which have negative associations with sustainability. 

Successful future initiatives in sustainability will drive ongoing growth, and 

organisations should consider the following key principles: 

• Sustainability initiatives should complement an organisations broader strategy 

• Organisations should seek to capture benefits across the entire value chain 

• Organisations need to be prepared to evolve with the changing sustainability 

landscape 

Retailers and brand owners that adapt to the demand for sustainability will reap the 

rewards. Overall, sustainability issues should be seen as an opportunity for the retail 

industry rather than a threat. 
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Introduction 

Environmental and climate issues continue to gain importance in the minds of 

Australians as well as across the globe. These issues influence a variety of 

behaviours, including shopping patterns. As of 2018, 73% of consumers report 

changing their purchasing decisions due to environmental factors200. Climate and 

environmental factors have a significant influence on the current retail landscape, 

regardless of personal views on the matter.  

This essay will explore the relationship between retail and the environment, and 

show that effective action in this space is a large source of opportunity for the 

industry. This essay will then review some of the actions taken to date by brand 

owners and retailers to respond to this trend, and provide a pathway forward to 

successfully navigate these issues whilst getting positive results for all stakeholders. 

 

Visibility of environment and climate within the industry 

Defining climate and environmental issues 

There are a variety of issues that fall under the banner of climate and environment. 

These include CO2 emissions (which have been linked to rising global 

temperatures201), land usage and water usage, amongst others. For simplicity, this 

essay will refer to these issues under the collective term ‘sustainability’. 

The relationship between retail and sustainability 

Retailers and brand owners have a critical role to play in society. The production and 

distribution of vital goods, such as food and clothing, is necessary for the successful 

functioning of day-to-day life. The retail industry is also one of the biggest 

contributors to climate change202. Understanding the ways in which retail impacts the 

environment is the first step in identifying ways to mitigate these impacts. 

Retailers and brand owners impact the environment primarily through product 

creation and manufacture, usage of packaging, supply chain, and store operations. 

As each retailer and brand owner is unique, so too will be their impact across these 

areas. Figure 1 shows the breakdown of total CO2 emissions through Tesco’s value 

 
200 https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/the-education-of-the-sustainable-mindset/ 
201 https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/global-warming/temperature-change 
202 https://losspreventionmedia.com/the-hidden-price-of-climate-change-for-the-retail-industry/ 

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/the-education-of-the-sustainable-mindset/
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/global-warming/temperature-change
https://losspreventionmedia.com/the-hidden-price-of-climate-change-for-the-retail-industry/
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chain203, which may be indicative of emissions produced by other similar players in 

the industry.  

 

Figure 1: Retail value chain CO2 emissions 

 

 

Consumer views on sustainability, and the opportunity for retail 

The largest driving force for adoption of sustainable business practices will not 

necessarily be selfless altruism, but rather adaptation to consumer preferences. 81% 

of consumers feel strongly that companies should help improve the environment204, 

and multiple studies show that over a third of consumers are willing to pay more for 

sustainable products205,206. This reported behaviour is also translating into bottom-

line returns for sustainable organisations. Companies on the “A-list” for 

environmental performance, as scored by international non-profit group CDP, 

outperform their peers on the stock market by 5.5% annually207. 

 
203 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/327190586_Carbon_dioxide_emissions_in_retail_food 
204 https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/the-education-of-the-sustainable-mindset/ 
205 https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/finding-success-through-sustainability/ 
206 https://blog.retail.org.au/newsandinsights/ethical-brand-behaviour-and-csr-is-winning-customers-
over 
207 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/20/businesses-named-on-a-list-for-tackling-
their-climate-impact 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/327190586_Carbon_dioxide_emissions_in_retail_food
https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/the-education-of-the-sustainable-mindset/
https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/finding-success-through-sustainability/
https://blog.retail.org.au/newsandinsights/ethical-brand-behaviour-and-csr-is-winning-customers-over
https://blog.retail.org.au/newsandinsights/ethical-brand-behaviour-and-csr-is-winning-customers-over
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/20/businesses-named-on-a-list-for-tackling-their-climate-impact
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/20/businesses-named-on-a-list-for-tackling-their-climate-impact
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The appetite for sustainable products varies across demographics. Younger 

generations (Generation Z and Millennials) express the strongest support for 

sustainable products208,209. These generations will continue to exert greater influence 

on the retail industry, as their purchasing power increases over time – the 

Generation Z working population is expected to increase by 84% over six years210. 

Not only is sustainability an important factor driving current performance in retail, it is 

also critical for future growth. 

 

Approach and actions taken to date 

The impact of greenwashing 

In order to be effective, sustainability claims must both be genuine and resonate with 

consumers. When claims are made that are not genuine, this is referred to as 

greenwashing. Evidence suggests that greenwashing is decreasing in its 

effectiveness due to growing consumer awareness211. 

When Left unchecked, greenwashing undermines consumer trust in brands and the 

overall retail industry. However, this behaviour is being corrected through multiple 

mechanisms. Formal sustainability certifications have been created to provide 

consumers with increased transparency from trusted independent sources, such as 

those shown in Figure 2. Products with genuine sustainability claims are also seeing 

greater success, encouraging others to follow. This shows that the monetisation of 

sustainability is not an issue when done correctly, and can actually be a force for 

good. 

 
208 https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/the-education-of-the-sustainable-mindset/ 
209 https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/06/13/1521066/0/en/Survey-Reveals-
Younger-Generations-Increasingly-Demand-Alignment-of-Brands-Values-with-Their-Own.html 
210 https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/millennials-and-baby-boomers-put-retailers-in-a-
pincer-grip-20191024-p533x8.html 
211 https://www.forbes.com/sites/iese/2016/09/15/how-to-succeed-at-sustainability-and-why-
greenwashing-doesnt-work/ 

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/the-education-of-the-sustainable-mindset/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/06/13/1521066/0/en/Survey-Reveals-Younger-Generations-Increasingly-Demand-Alignment-of-Brands-Values-with-Their-Own.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/06/13/1521066/0/en/Survey-Reveals-Younger-Generations-Increasingly-Demand-Alignment-of-Brands-Values-with-Their-Own.html
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/millennials-and-baby-boomers-put-retailers-in-a-pincer-grip-20191024-p533x8.html
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/millennials-and-baby-boomers-put-retailers-in-a-pincer-grip-20191024-p533x8.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/iese/2016/09/15/how-to-succeed-at-sustainability-and-why-greenwashing-doesnt-work/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/iese/2016/09/15/how-to-succeed-at-sustainability-and-why-greenwashing-doesnt-work/
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Figure 2: a sample of environmental certifications

 

Brand-led examples of effective sustainability initiatives  

LEGO smaller boxes 

LEGO is recognised in Australia212 and globally213 for brand leadership on 

sustainability. It has published Annual Sustainability Reports since 2006214, showing 

the company’s impact on the environment and planned initiatives to further improve 

sustainability. In 2013, LEGO began the implementation of one of its largest 

initiatives to date – a reduction in the size of packaging used by the company. This 

initiative impacted almost every area of the company’s operations, as well as 

upstream and downstream partners. 

Through the initiative, packaging size was reduced by up to 18%215. It resulted in the 

reduction of 6,000 tonnes of cardboard and 3,000 less truckloads transported 

annually in only its second year of implementation216. LEGO took a collaborative 

approach to this change with its retail partners, assisting with required changes to 

planograms to accommodate the reduced box size and ensure the initiative was a 

success right up to the point of purchase. Not only was the change successful from 

an environmental perspective, it was also a financial success, contributing to a lower 

cost-base and growing revenues for LEGO and retailers217. 

Unilever’s Sustainable Living Brands 

 
212 https://www.toyhobbyretailer.com.au/news/lego-australia-takes-out-sustainable-packaging-award 
213 https://www.cdp.net/en/responses?utf8=%E2%9C%93&queries%5Bname%5D=lego 
214 https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/blt84e427a3dcec8045/Progress_report2006.pdf 
215https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/bltb54eceec67f03721/LEGO_Group_Responsibility_R
eport_2013.pdf 
216 https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/blt3b90c6cf3fb867b8/The-LEGO-Group-
Responsibility-Report-2014.pdf 
217 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-lego-results/toy-maker-lego-builds-more-plant-capacity-to-
revive-growth-in-u-s-sales-idUSKCN11C15I 

https://www.toyhobbyretailer.com.au/news/lego-australia-takes-out-sustainable-packaging-award
https://www.cdp.net/en/responses?utf8=%E2%9C%93&queries%5Bname%5D=lego
https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/blt84e427a3dcec8045/Progress_report2006.pdf
https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/bltb54eceec67f03721/LEGO_Group_Responsibility_Report_2013.pdf
https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/bltb54eceec67f03721/LEGO_Group_Responsibility_Report_2013.pdf
https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/blt3b90c6cf3fb867b8/The-LEGO-Group-Responsibility-Report-2014.pdf
https://www.lego.com/cdn/cs/aboutus/assets/blt3b90c6cf3fb867b8/The-LEGO-Group-Responsibility-Report-2014.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-lego-results/toy-maker-lego-builds-more-plant-capacity-to-revive-growth-in-u-s-sales-idUSKCN11C15I
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-lego-results/toy-maker-lego-builds-more-plant-capacity-to-revive-growth-in-u-s-sales-idUSKCN11C15I
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Unilever’s development of Sustainable Living Brands, which are those that 

communicate a strong environment or social purpose, are driving success for 

Unilever. These brands are growing 69% faster than other brands within Unilever 

and delivered 75% of the company’s growth in 2019218. 

Nike’s Move to Zero 

Nike has incorporated a range of sustainable initiatives under its Move to Zero 

program, including using recycled materials in 75% of shoes as of 2018 and 

committing to 100% renewable energy usage by 2025219. Nike’s Chief Sustainability 

Officer explains that “the refram[ing] that happened is that we stopped seeing 

sustainability and labour rights as a risk and burden and instead as a source of 

innovation”220. Nike has used sustainability as an enabler of organisational renewal 

and growth, and has experienced strong financial performance as a result221. 

 

Retail-led examples of effective sustainability initiatives  

Woolworths and Harris Farm’s odd shaped produce 

In 2014, both Woolworths222 and Harris Farm223 introduced an initiative to stock good 

quality fruit and vegetables that would otherwise be rejected due to visual 

imperfections. The ranges, known as The Odd Bunch and Imperfect Picks 

respectively, are part of an initiative to reduce food waste. Woolworths alone has 

reported a reduction of 115 millions kgs food waste as a result224.  

These initiatives also result in other benefits for the parties involved. Suppliers 

providing these products now achieve higher utilisation of their crops, resulting in 

increased total returns and the ability to pass some of these savings on to the 

retailer. Retailers also capture increased market share and margin through a two-

tiered approach to quality. The Odd Bunch / Imperfect Pick ranges offer a low price 

 
218 https://www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2019/unilevers-purpose-led-brands-outperform.html 
219 https://news.nike.com/news/sustainable-innovation-air-bag-manufacture 
220 https://www.delltechnologies.com/en-us/perspectives/what-nikes-commitment-to-sustainability-
teaches-us-about-innovation/ 
221 https://www.forbes.com/sites/andriacheng/2018/12/20/nike-just-proves-its-still-a-growth-
company/#768fa86f41f7 
222https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/media/Latest_News/Woolworths_The_Odd_Bunch_not
_quite_perfect_looking_fruit_and_vegetables 
223 https://www.harrisfarm.com.au/blogs/news/15332597-imperfect-picks-how-were-doing-our-bit 
224 https://www.woolworths.com.au/shop/discover/sustainability 

https://www.unilever.com/news/press-releases/2019/unilevers-purpose-led-brands-outperform.html
https://news.nike.com/news/sustainable-innovation-air-bag-manufacture
https://www.delltechnologies.com/en-us/perspectives/what-nikes-commitment-to-sustainability-teaches-us-about-innovation/
https://www.delltechnologies.com/en-us/perspectives/what-nikes-commitment-to-sustainability-teaches-us-about-innovation/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andriacheng/2018/12/20/nike-just-proves-its-still-a-growth-company/#768fa86f41f7
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andriacheng/2018/12/20/nike-just-proves-its-still-a-growth-company/#768fa86f41f7
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/media/Latest_News/Woolworths_The_Odd_Bunch_not_quite_perfect_looking_fruit_and_vegetables
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/media/Latest_News/Woolworths_The_Odd_Bunch_not_quite_perfect_looking_fruit_and_vegetables
https://www.harrisfarm.com.au/blogs/news/15332597-imperfect-picks-how-were-doing-our-bit
https://www.woolworths.com.au/shop/discover/sustainability
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point that appeals to cost-conscious consumers, allowing the retailer to stay price-

competitive without sacrificing margin on standard produce offerings. 

REDcycle partnerships with retailers 

Retailers such as Coles (since 2011225) and Woolworths (since 2018226) have 

partnered with REDcycle to enable recycling of soft plastics that would otherwise go 

into landfill. Through this partnership, retailers reduce their environmental footprint, 

whilst also providing customers with another reason to visit their stores. For Coles, 

this partnership works in tandem with its Sustainable Packaging Policy initiative to 

have all packaging for own-brand products recyclable at kerbside or in store by 

2020227, which is made possible by the capabilities provided by REDcycle. 

Retailers offering zero-packaging products 

Retailers such as The Source Bulk Foods display their products in bulk containers 

and encourage consumers to purchase these products using self-brought multi-use 

containers. Since launch in 2012, this chain has grown to 50 stores across five 

countries228, and has encouraged similar offerings at mature retailers such as the 

Woolworths Loop initiative shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
225 https://www.coles.com.au/corporate-responsibility/sustainability/environment 
226 https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/media/Latest_News/woolworths-announces-june-20-
as-the-date-for-national-phase-out-of-single-use-plastic-bags 
227 https://www.coles.com.au/corporate-responsibility/sustainability/environment 
228 https://thesourcebulkfoods.com.au/we-are/ 

https://www.coles.com.au/corporate-responsibility/sustainability/environment
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/media/Latest_News/woolworths-announces-june-20-as-the-date-for-national-phase-out-of-single-use-plastic-bags
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/media/Latest_News/woolworths-announces-june-20-as-the-date-for-national-phase-out-of-single-use-plastic-bags
https://www.coles.com.au/corporate-responsibility/sustainability/environment
https://thesourcebulkfoods.com.au/we-are/
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Figure 3: an overview of Woolworths circular packaging partnership with Loop
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Impact so far on the industry 

Although sustainability continues to be a growing trend, it has already made a large 

impact on the retail industry. These impacts include: 

• Growth in brand owners creating sustainable products: Sustainability is the 

fastest growing claim across food and beverage products as of 2017, 

highlighted in Figure 4. Nielsen notes that this is an avenue for growth for 

smaller companies. “Small brands continue to be the most prolific innovators 

and are taking advantage of aligning the benefits of their sustainability 

strategies with being local”229.  

 

Figure 4: growth in claims across food and beverages 

 

• Disruption in certain traditional categories: existing products with negative 

perceived environmental impacts are experiencing decline in favour of 

sustainable alternatives. An example of this is the milk category. Plant-based 

milks have grown by 16.9% CAGR over 5 years to 2020, which contrasts with 

 
229 https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/unpacking-the-sustainability-landscape/ 

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2018/unpacking-the-sustainability-landscape/
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a 0.6% decline for dairy milk. A primary driver for this change is awareness of 

environment impacts230, shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5: environmental impact of different milks 

 

 

• Dedicated retail space given to sustainable products: Retailers are now 

dedicating entire bays to sustainable products within certain categories. 

Examples of this include plant-based meat and dairy products, often chosen 

for environmental reasons231, hosting whole bays in many Australian 

supermarkets232.  

 

  

 
230 https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-49030175 
231 https://www.businessinsider.com.au/coles-introduces-a-new-range-of-plant-based-meats-and-the-
byron-bay-chef-behind-it-says-its-more-new-age-than-beyond-meat-2019-7 
232 https://au.news.yahoo.com/woolworths-customer-sparks-heated-debate-with-photo-of-vegan-meat-
shelf-070048437.html 

https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-49030175
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/coles-introduces-a-new-range-of-plant-based-meats-and-the-byron-bay-chef-behind-it-says-its-more-new-age-than-beyond-meat-2019-7
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/coles-introduces-a-new-range-of-plant-based-meats-and-the-byron-bay-chef-behind-it-says-its-more-new-age-than-beyond-meat-2019-7
https://au.news.yahoo.com/woolworths-customer-sparks-heated-debate-with-photo-of-vegan-meat-shelf-070048437.html
https://au.news.yahoo.com/woolworths-customer-sparks-heated-debate-with-photo-of-vegan-meat-shelf-070048437.html
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Figure 6: Australian retailer offering a whole bay of plant-based deli products 

 

 

 

Implications and opportunities for the future 

Based on the varying levels of success of current sustainability initiatives, there are 

some clear themes emerging on how further changes can drive continued growth 

across retail. 

Sustainability initiatives should complement the broader strategy 

Brand owners and retailers need to be clear about how sustainability forms part of 

their overall strategy. Sustainability initiatives have a role to play across cost 

leadership, differentiation and focus strategies. 

Organisations pursing cost-leadership should use sustainability as a driving force for 

cost reduction across the value chain. Manufacturers can lower production cost 

through waste reduction and recycling/composting. Environmentally-friendly energy 
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generation (e.g. solar) is now the most financially viable source of energy233, 

especially when partnered with energy efficient fixtures and fittings.  

Organisations pursuing differentiation can use sustainability as a driving factor for 

customer adoption, especially given consumer willingness to pay higher prices for 

sustainable products234. Consumers adoption of “green” products has proven most 

successful for highly visible goods and services, a phenomenon known as 

conspicuous conservation235.  

Sustainability can form the basis of focus strategies. Organisations such as 

Patagonia incorporate sustainability into their corporate DNA, from sourcing raw 

materials to point of purchase. This generates high levels of customer loyalty for 

Patagonia236. Opportunities exist for this strategy to be replicated across other 

product offerings to capture market share from incumbents. 

Seek benefits across all areas of the value chain 

Organisations will benefit most when sustainability is used to generate benefits 

across the value chain, rather than being isolated to the marketing department. For 

instance, sustainability projects provide a fast-growing channel to access funding, 

with over $15.6 billion of green bonds issued in Australia237. 

Sustainability initiatives can also provide tailwinds in the war for talent. Organisations 

with sustainable practices experienced increased employee morale and loyalty238, as 

well as 16% higher productivity239. Sustainable initiatives allow organisations to 

attract and retain the best candidates, and organisations that optimise recruiting to 

take advantage of this will gain a competitive advantage. 

Be ready to evolve with the changing landscape 

Consumer preferences within sustainability will continue to shift over time. Consumer 

expectations will evolve as the industry changes and with the advancement of 

 
233 https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6587200/australia-has-a-real-future-as-a-renewables-
superpower/ 
234 https://www.inc.com/melanie-curtin/73-percent-of-millennials-are-willing-to-spend-more-money-on-
this-1-type-of-product.html 
235 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0095069613001228 
236 https://crm.org/articles/patagonias-customer-base-and-the-rise-of-an-environmental-ethos 
237 https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2019/09/australias-green-bond-issuance-tops-15-billion/ 
238 https://www.shrm.org/about-shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/sustainabilityreport.aspx 
239https://www.researchgate.net/publication/256033730_Environmental_Standards_and_Labor_Produ
ctivity_Understanding_the_Mechanisms_that_Sustain_Sustainability 

https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6587200/australia-has-a-real-future-as-a-renewables-superpower/
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6587200/australia-has-a-real-future-as-a-renewables-superpower/
https://www.inc.com/melanie-curtin/73-percent-of-millennials-are-willing-to-spend-more-money-on-this-1-type-of-product.html
https://www.inc.com/melanie-curtin/73-percent-of-millennials-are-willing-to-spend-more-money-on-this-1-type-of-product.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0095069613001228
https://crm.org/articles/patagonias-customer-base-and-the-rise-of-an-environmental-ethos
https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2019/09/australias-green-bond-issuance-tops-15-billion/
https://www.shrm.org/about-shrm/press-room/press-releases/pages/sustainabilityreport.aspx
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/256033730_Environmental_Standards_and_Labor_Productivity_Understanding_the_Mechanisms_that_Sustain_Sustainability
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/256033730_Environmental_Standards_and_Labor_Productivity_Understanding_the_Mechanisms_that_Sustain_Sustainability
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technology. Staying at the forefront of these changing consumer demands is vital for 

organisations looking to maintain long-term leadership. 

The retail industry should also look to other industries for inspiration. For example, in 

the transport industry, it is not yet possible for airlines to offer low- or no-emissions 

flights. Airlines instead provide customers with the ability to pay to offset emissions. 

This option is chosen by 10% of customers240, despite there being no direct material 

benefit from this choice. Retailers could consider a similar approach by calculating 

the emissions associated with a customer’s basket of goods, and allow consumers 

to opt-in to offset the emissions associated with those products. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Brand owners and retailers now face the choice of whether or not to adapt to 

consumers preferences for sustainability. Consumers will continue to 

choose products that provide them with their perception of value, so businesses that 

meet the demand for sustainable products will capture market share. There will 

remain a place for low-cost offers without sustainable claims, however this space is 

being disrupted by organisations using sustainability to drive cost savings, with the 

remainder of non-sustainable offers competing in a race-to-the-bottom for survival. 

The benefits of sustainability extend beyond helping the environment and climate, 

and can be used as a source of competitive advantage and growth. 

 

 

  

 

 
240 https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2018-04-11/carbon-offsets-worth-buying-air-travel-tourism-
emissions/9638466 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2018-04-11/carbon-offsets-worth-buying-air-travel-tourism-emissions/9638466
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2018-04-11/carbon-offsets-worth-buying-air-travel-tourism-emissions/9638466

